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Title 19—DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SENIOR SERVICES
Division 30—Division of Regulation and Licensure
Chapter 70—Lead Abatement and Assessment Licensing, Training Accreditation

19 CSR 30-70.110 Definitions and Abbreviations for Lead Abatement and Assessment Licensing

PURPOSE: This rule provides definitions and abbreviations to be used in the interpretation and enforcement of 19 CSR 30-70.10 through 19 CSR 30-70.200.

(1) EPA is the United States Environmental Protection Agency.

(2) Large-scale abatement project is a lead abatement project consisting of ten (10) or more dwellings.

(3) Occupation is one of the specific types or categories of lead-bearing substance activities identified in these regulations for which individuals may receive training from accredited training providers. This includes, but not limited to, lead inspector, risk assessor, lead abatement worker, lead abatement supervisor and/or project designer.

(4) OLLA is the Missouri Department of Health Office of Lead Licensing and Accreditation.

(5) Passing score is a grade of seventy percent (70%) or better on the state examination for a lead occupation license.

(6) Reciprocity is an agreement between OLLA and other states who have similar licensing provisions.

(7) Refresher course is the course of instruction established by these regulations which must be periodically completed to obtain or maintain an individual’s licensure in a single occupation.

(8) Renewal is the reissuance of a lead occupation license.

(9) Training course, is the course of instruction established by these regulations to prepare an individual for licensure in a single occupation.

(10) Training provider is a person or entity providing training courses for the purpose of state licensure or licensure renewal in the occupations of lead inspector, risk assessor, lead abatement worker, lead abatement supervisor, and/or project designer.


19 CSR 30-70.120 General

PURPOSE: This rule outlines specific responsibilities that apply to all applicants of a lead occupation license and all licensed individuals.

(1) Waiver. Applicants for licensure and/or licensees may authorize others, such as their employer, to act on their behalf regarding their license application. Such authorization shall be indicated on the application form provided by the Office of Lead Licensing and Accreditation (OLLA). If at any time the applicant and/or licensee decides to change this authorization, the applicant and/or the licensee shall notify OLLA in writing of such change.

(2) Change of Address. Licensed individuals shall notify OLLA in writing of a change of mailing address no later than thirty (30) days following the change. Licensed contractors shall notify OLLA in writing of a change of business address no later than thirty (30) days following the change. Until a change of address is received, all correspondence will be mailed to the individual’s mailing address and the contractor’s business address indicated on the most recent application form.

(3) Reciprocity. OLLA may issue a lead occupation license to any person or entity who has made application and provided proof of certification or licensure from another state, provided that OLLA has entered into a reciprocity agreement with that state, and the necessary fees have been paid.

(4) Suspension, Revocation or Restriction of a Lead Occupation License.

(A) OLLA may restrict, suspend or revoke a license issued under sections 701.300 through 701.338, RSMo, for any one or any combination of the following causes:

1. Providing any false information in the application;
2. Violations of 29 CFR part 1926.62 or 29 CFR part 1926.59;
3. History of citations or violations of existing lead abatement regulations or standards;
4. Fraud or failure to disclose facts relevant to his or her application and/or license;
5. Performing work requiring licensure at the job site without having proof of licensure;
6. Conviction of a felony under any state or federal law or having entered a plea of guilty or nolo contendere in a criminal prosecution under the laws of any state or of the United States;
7. Permitting the duplication or use of the individual’s own training certificate, license, or license identification by another;
8. Performing work requiring licensure at a job site without being licensed;
9. Failure to comply with any state or federal law or regulation, including, but not limited to, any part of sections 701.300 through 701.338, RSMo, or any rules promulgated pursuant to these sections;
10. Other information which may affect the licensee’s ability to appropriately perform lead-bearing substance activities; or
11. Final disciplinary action against a licensee by another state, territory, federal agency or country, whether or not voluntarily agreed to by the licensee, including, but not limited to, the denial of licensure, surrender of the license, allowing the license to expire or lapse, or discontinuing or restricting the license while subject to investigation or while actually under investigation by another state, territory, or federal agency or country.

(B) Prior to restricting, suspending, or revoking a license, the licensee will be given written notice of the reasons for the suspension, revocation and/or restriction. The licensee may appeal the determination of OLLA by requesting a hearing before the Administrative Hearing Commission as provided by section 621.045, RSMo.

(5) Replacement Fee. A fifteen dollar ($15) fee will be assessed for duplicate and/or replacement license certificates or identification badges.


19 CSR 30-70.130 Application Process and Requirements for the Licensure of Lead Inspectors

PURPOSE: This rule provides the requirements to be licensed as a lead inspector.

(1) Application for a Lead Inspector License.
(A) An applicant for a lead inspector license shall submit a completed application to the Office of Lead Licensing and Accreditation (OLLA) prior to consideration for license issuance. All applications for licensure must be received by OLLA at least thirty (30) days prior to the date of the state lead examination; provided, however, OLLA may waive the time for the filing of applications as particular circumstances justify. Completed applications shall be mailed to the Missouri Department of Health, Attention: Fee Receipts, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.

(B) The application shall include the following:
1. Completed lead occupation license application form provided by OLLA which shall include:
   a. The applicant's full legal name, home address, and telephone number;
   b. The name, address, and telephone number of the applicant’s current employer;
   c. The applicant’s Social Security number;
   d. The county or counties in which the applicant is employed;
   e. The location where the applicant would like to receive correspondence regarding his or her application or license;
   f. The occupation the applicant wishes to be licensed for;
   g. Licensure for lead occupations in other states, including name of other states, type of license, license expiration date, and license number, and copies of other states’ license/certificate;
   h. Certification by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), including EPA region number, type of certification, certification expiration date, certification number, and a copy of the EPA certificate;
      I. Type of training completed, including name of training provider, certificate identification number and dates of course completion;
   J. Employment history and/or education which meets the experience and/or education requirements in paragraph (3)(B)1. of this regulation; and
   K. Signature of the applicant which certifies that all information in the application is complete and true to the best of the applicant’s knowledge and that the applicant will comply with applicable state statutes and regulations.

2. A copy of the OLLA- or EPA-accredited lead inspector training program completion certificate, and any required refresher completion certificates;

3. Two (2) recent passport-size color photographs of the applicant’s face without a hat or sunglasses (computer generated or photocopied photographs are not acceptable);

4. Documentation pursuant to paragraph (3)(B)2. of this regulation as evidence of meeting the education and/or experience requirements for lead inspectors; and

5. A check or money order made payable to the Missouri Department of Health for the nonrefundable fee of one hundred dollars ($100).

(C) An applicant for a lead inspector license shall apply to OLLA within one (1) year of the applicant’s successful completion of an OLLA- or EPA-accredited lead inspector training course, as indicated on the certificate of completion. Applicants failing to apply within one (1) year from the date on the training course completion certificate shall, before making application for license, successfully complete the eight (8)-hour lead inspector refresher training course accredited by OLLA or the EPA.

(D) Applicants failing to apply within three (3) years of the lead inspector training and who have not successfully completed annual refresher training, shall successfully complete the OLLA- or EPA-accredited lead inspector training course again before submitting application for a lead inspector license.

(2) Application for a Lead Inspector License Under Reciprocity.

(A) An applicant for a lead inspector license by reciprocity must submit a completed application to OLLA prior to consideration for license issuance. Completed applications shall be mailed to the Missouri Department of Health, Attention: Fee Receipts, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.

(B) The application shall include the following:

1. Completed lead occupation license application form provided by OLLA which shall include:
   a. The applicant’s full legal name, home address, and telephone number;
   b. The name, address, and telephone number of the applicant’s current employer;
   c. The applicant’s Social Security number;
   d. The location where the applicant is employed;
   e. The occupation the applicant wishes to be licensed for;

2. Licensure for lead occupations in other states, including name of other states, type of license, license expiration date, and license number, and copies of other states’ license/certificate;

3. Certification by the EPA, including EPA region number, type of certification, certification expiration date, certification number, and a copy of the EPA certificate; and

4. Certification of the applicant which certifies that all information in the application is complete and true to the best of the applicant’s knowledge and that the applicant will comply with applicable state statutes and regulations; and

5. A check or money order made payable to the Missouri Department of Health for the nonrefundable fee of one hundred dollars ($100).

(3) Training, Education and Experience Requirements for Lead Inspector License.

(A) An applicant for a license as a lead inspector shall complete an OLLA- or EPA-accredited lead inspector training program (see 19 CSR 30-70.330) and pass the course examination with a score of seventy percent (70%) or more.

(B) An applicant for a license as a lead inspector shall meet minimum education and/ or experience requirements for a licensed lead inspector.

1. The minimum education and/or experience requirements for licensed lead inspector includes at least one (1) of the following:
   a. A bachelor’s degree;
   b. An associate’s degree and one (1) year experience in a related field such as lead, asbestos, housing repair or inspection, and/or environmental hazard remediation work; or
   c. A high school diploma or certificate of high school equivalency (GED) and two (2) years of experience in a related field such as lead, asbestos, housing repair or inspection, and/or environmental hazard remediation work.

2. The following documents will be recognized by OLLA as evidence of meeting the requirements listed in subsection (3)(B) of this regulation:
   a. A high school diploma or certificate of high school equivalency (GED);
   b. A copy of a college transcript;
   c. A copy of a certification of completion from a lead inspector training program approved by OLLA;
   d. A copy of a certification from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for a lead inspector training program.

3. Applicants failing to complete the training requirements listed in subsection (3)(B) of this regulation shall apply to OLLA within one (1) year of the applicant’s successful completion date for the nonrefundable fee of one hundred dollars ($100).

4. Applicants who fail to successfully complete the eight (8)-hour lead inspector refresher training course, as indicated on the certificate of completion, shall apply to OLLA within one (1) year of the applicant’s successful completion date for the nonrefundable fee of one hundred dollars ($100).
A. Official academic transcripts or diploma as evidence of meeting the education requirements;

B. Resumes, letters of reference, or documentation of work experience, which, at a minimum, includes dates (month and year) of employment, employer's name, address and telephone number, and specific job duties, as evidence of meeting the work experience requirements; and

C. Course completion certificates issued by the OLLA- or EPA-accredited training program as evidence of meeting the training requirements.

(4) Procedure for Issuance or Denial of Lead Inspector License.

(A) OLLA will inform the applicant in writing that the application is either approved, incomplete, or denied.

1. If an application is incomplete, the notice will include a list of additional information or documentation required to complete the application.

   A. Within thirty (30) calendar days after the issuance date of the notice, the applicant shall submit to OLLA in writing, the information requested in the written notice.

   B. Failure to submit the information requested in the written notice requested within thirty (30) calendar days shall result in OLLA's denial of the applicant's application for a lead inspector license.

   C. After receipt of the information requested in the written notice, OLLA will inform the applicant in writing that the application is either approved or denied.

   2. When an application for a lead inspector license is denied, the written notice of denial to the applicant will specify the reasons for the denial. OLLA may deny a lead inspector license for any one (1) or any combination of the following reasons:

      A. Failure to satisfy the education and/or experience requirements;
      B. Type and amount of training;
      C. False or misleading statements in the application;
      D. Failure to achieve a passing score on the state lead inspector examination after three (3) attempts;
      E. Failure to submit a complete application;
      F. History of citations or violations of existing lead abatement regulations or standards;
      G. Violations of 29 CFR part 1926.62 or 29 CFR part 1926.59;
      H. Fraud or failure to disclose facts relevant to his or her application;
      I. Conviction of a felony under any state or federal law or having entered a plea of guilty or nolo contendere in a criminal prosecution under the laws of any state or of the United States;
      J. Permitting the duplication or use by another of the individual’s training certificate;
      K. Other information which may affect the applicant’s ability to appropriately perform lead inspections;
      L. Failure to comply with any state or federal law or regulation, including, but not limited to, any part of sections 701.300 through 701.338, RSMo, or any rules promulgated pursuant to those sections;
      M. Final disciplinary action against a licensee by another state, territory, federal agency or country, whether or not voluntarily agreed to by the licensee, including, but not limited to, the denial of licensure, surrender of the license, allowing the license to expire or lapse, or discontinuing or restricting the license while subject to investigation or while actually under investigation by another state, territory, or federal agency or country.

3. If an application is denied, the applicant may reapply to OLLA for a lead inspector license by submitting a complete lead occupation license application form with another nonrefundable fee of one hundred dollars ($100).

4. If an application is aggrieved by a determination to deny licensure, the applicant may appeal OLLA’s denial to the Administrative Hearing Commission as provided by section 621.045, RSMo.

(B) Within one hundred and eighty (180) calendar days of application approval, the applicant shall attain a passing score on the state lead inspector examination.

1. An applicant cannot sit for the state lead inspector examination more than three (3) times within one hundred and eighty (180) calendar days after the issuance date of the notice of an approved application.

2. The applicant’s failure to attain a passing score on the state lead inspector examination within the one hundred eighty (180)-day period following the notice of an approved application for a license shall result in OLLA’s denial of the applicant’s application for a license. The individual may reapply to OLLA pursuant to this regulation but only after retaking an OLLA- or EPA-accredited lead inspector training course.

(C) After the applicant passes the state lead inspector examination, OLLA will issue a two (2)-year lead inspector license certificate and photo identification badge.

(D) Restricted licenses may be issued pursuant to an agreement between the applicant or licensee and OLLA.


19 CSR 30-70.140 Application Process and Requirements for the Licensure of Risk Assessors

PURPOSE: This rule provides the requirements to be licensed as a risk assessor.

(1) Application for a Risk Assessor License.

(A) An applicant for a risk assessor license must submit a completed application to the Office of Lead Licensing and Accreditation (OLLA) prior to consideration for license issuance. All applications for licensure must be received by OLLA at least thirty (30) days prior to the date of the state lead examination; provided, however, OLLA may waive the time for the filing of applications as particular circumstances justify. Completed applications shall be mailed to the Missouri Department of Health, Attention: Fee Receipts, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.

(B) The application shall include the following:

   1. Completed lead occupation license application form provided by OLLA which shall include:

      A. The applicant’s full legal name, home address, and telephone number;
      B. The name, address, and telephone number of the applicant’s current employer;
      C. The applicant’s Social Security number;
      D. The county or counties in which the applicant is employed;
      E. The location where the applicant would like to receive correspondence regarding his or her application or license;
      F. The occupation the applicant wishes to be licensed for;
      G. Type of training completed, including name of training provider, certificate identification number and dates of course completion;
      H. Licensure for lead occupations in other states, including name of other states, type of license, license expiration date, and

   2. Type and amount of training;
   3. False or misleading statements in the application;
   4. History of citations or violations of existing lead abatement regulations or standards;
   5. Violations of 29 CFR part 1926.62 or 29 CFR part 1926.59;
   6. Fraud or failure to disclose facts relevant to his or her application;
   7. Conviction of a felony under any state or federal law or having entered a plea of guilty or nolo contendere in a criminal prosecution under the laws of any state or of the United States;
   8. Permitting the duplication or use by another of the individual’s training certificate;
   9. Other information which may affect the applicant’s ability to appropriately perform lead inspections;
   10. Failure to comply with any state or federal law or regulation, including, but not limited to, any part of sections 701.300 through 701.338, RSMo, or any rules promulgated pursuant to those sections; or
   11. Final disciplinary action against a licensee by another state, territory, federal agency or country, whether or not voluntarily agreed to by the licensee, including, but not limited to, the denial of licensure, surrender of the license, allowing the license to expire or lapse, or discontinuing or restricting the license while subject to investigation or while actually under investigation by another state, territory, or federal agency or country.

   C. The information requested in the written notice.

   D. Failure to achieve a passing score on the state lead inspector examination after three (3) attempts;
   E. Failure to submit a complete application;
   F. History of citations or violations of existing lead abatement regulations or standards;
   G. Violations of 29 CFR part 1926.62 or 29 CFR part 1926.59;
   H. Fraud or failure to disclose facts relevant to his or her application;
license number, and copies of other states' license/certificate;

I. Certification by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), including EPA region number, type of certification, certification expiration date, certification number, and a copy of the EPA certificate;

J. Employment history and/or education which meets the experience and/or education requirements in paragraph (3)(B)1. of this regulation; and

K. Signature of the applicant which certifies that all information in the application is complete and true to the best of the applicant's knowledge and that the applicant will comply with applicable state statutes and regulations;

2. A copy of the OLLA- or EPA-accredited lead inspector and risk assessor training program completion certificates and any required refresher completion certificates;

3. Two (2) recent passport-size color photographs of the applicant's face without a hat or sunglasses (computer generated or photocopied photographs are not acceptable);

4. Documentation pursuant to paragraph (3)(B)2. of this regulation as evidence of meeting the education and/or experience requirements for risk assessors; and

5. A check or money order made payable to the Missouri Department of Health for the nonrefundable fee of one hundred dollars ($100).

(C) An applicant for a risk assessor license shall apply to OLLA within one (1) year of the applicant's successful completion of an OLLA- or EPA-accredited risk assessor training course, as indicated on the certificate of completion. Applicants failing to apply within one (1) year from the date on the training program completion certificates shall, before making application for license, successfully complete the eight (8)-hour risk assessor refresher training course accredited by OLLA or the EPA.

(D) Applicants failing to apply within three (3) years of the risk assessor training and who have not successfully completed annual refresher training, shall successfully complete the OLLA- or EPA-accredited risk assessor training course again before submitting application for a risk assessor license.

(2) Application for a Risk Assessor License Under Reciprocity.

(A) An applicant for a risk assessor license by reciprocity must submit a completed application to OLLA prior to consideration for license issuance. Completed applications shall be mailed to the Missouri Department of Health, Attention: Fee Receipts, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.

(B) The application shall include the following:

1. Completed lead occupation license application form provided by OLLA which shall include:
   A. The applicant's full legal name, home address, and telephone number;
   B. The name, address, and telephone number of the applicant's current employer;
   C. The applicant's Social Security number;
   D. The location where the applicant would like to receive correspondence regarding his or her application or license;
   E. The occupation the applicant wishes to be licensed for;
   F. Licensure for lead occupations in other states, including name of other states, type of license, license expiration date, and license number, and copies of other states' license/certificate;
   G. Certification by the EPA, including EPA region number, type of certification, certification expiration date, certification number, and a copy of the EPA certificate;

   H. Signature of the applicant which certifies that all information in the application is complete and true to the best of the applicant's knowledge and that the applicant will comply with applicable state statutes and regulations;

2. Two (2) recent passport-size color photographs of the applicant's face without a hat or sunglasses (computer generated or photocopied photographs are not acceptable); and

3. A check or money order made payable to the Missouri Department of Health for the nonrefundable fee of one hundred dollars ($100).

(3) Training, Education and Experience Requirements for Risk Assessor License.

(A) An applicant for a license as a risk assessor shall complete an OLLA- or EPA-accredited lead inspector training program and an OLLA- or EPA-accredited risk assessor training program (see 19 CSR 30-70.340) and pass both of the course examinations with a score of seventy percent (70%) or more.

(B) An applicant for a license as a risk assessor shall meet minimum education and/or experience requirements for a licensed risk assessor:

1. The minimum education and/or experience requirements for a licensed risk assessor includes at least one (1) of the following:
   A. A bachelor's degree and at least one (1) year of experience in a related field such as lead, asbestos, housing repair or inspection, and/or environmental hazard remediation work;
   B. An associate's degree and two (2) years experience in a related field such as lead, asbestos, housing repair or inspection, and/or environmental hazard remediation work;
   C. Certification as an industrial hygienist, professional engineer, registered architect and/or certification in a related engineering/health/environmental field such as safety professional or environmental scientist; or
   D. A high school diploma or certificate of high school equivalency (GED) and three (3) years of experience in a related field such as lead, asbestos, housing repair or inspection, and/or environmental hazard remediation work.

2. The following documents will be recognized by OLLA as evidence of meeting the requirements listed in paragraph (3)(B)1. of this regulation:

   A. Official academic transcripts or diploma, as evidence of meeting the education requirements;
   B. Resumes, letters of reference, or documentation of work experience, which includes dates (month and year) of employment, employer's name, address and telephone number, and specific job duties, as evidence of meeting the work experience requirements;
   C. Course completion certificates issued by the OLLA- or EPA-accredited training program, as evidence of meeting the training requirements; and
   D. Appropriate documentation of certifications or registrations.

(4) Procedure for Issuance or Denial of Risk Assessor License.

(A) OLLA will inform the applicant in writing that the application is either approved, incomplete, or denied.

1. If an application is incomplete, the notice will include a list of additional information or documentation required to complete the application.

   A. Within thirty (30) calendar days after the issuance date of the notice of incomplete application, the applicant shall submit to OLLA in writing the information requested in the written notice.
   B. Failure to submit the information requested in the written notice within thirty (30) calendar days shall result in OLLA's denial of the applicant's application for a risk assessor license.
   C. After receipt of the information requested in the written notice, OLLA will
inform the applicant in writing that the application is either approved or denied.

2. When an application for a risk assessor license is denied, the written notice of denial to the applicant will specify the reasons for the denial. OLLA may deny a risk assessor license for any one (1) or any combination of the following reasons:
   A. Failure to satisfy the education and/or experience requirements;
   B. Type and amount of training;
   C. False or misleading statements in the application;
   D. Failure to achieve a passing score on the state examination after three (3) attempts;
   E. Failure to submit a complete application;
   F. History of citations or violations of existing lead abatement regulations or standards;
   G. Violations of 29 CFR part 1926.62 or 29 CFR part 1926.59;
   H. Fraud or failure to disclose facts relevant to his or her application;
   I. Conviction of a felony under any state or federal law or having entered a plea of guilty or nolo contendere in a criminal prosecution under the laws of any state or of the United States;
   J. Permitting the duplication or use by another of the individual’s training certificate;
   K. Other information which may affect the applicant’s ability to appropriately perform risk assessments;
   L. Failure to comply with any state or federal law or regulation, including, but not limited to, any part of sections 701.300 through 701.338, RSMo, or any rules promulgated pursuant to these sections; or
   M. Final disciplinary action against a licensee by another state, territory, federal agency or country, whether or not voluntarily agreed to by the licensee, including, but not limited to, the denial of licensure, surrender of the license, allowing the license to expire or lapse, or discontinuing or restricting the license while subject to investigation or while actually under investigation by another state, territory, or federal agency or country.

3. If an application is denied, the applicant may reapply to OLLA for a risk assessor license by submitting a complete lead abatement license application form and another nonrefundable fee of one hundred dollars ($100).

4. If an applicant is aggrieved by a determination to deny licensure, the applicant may appeal OLLA’s denial to the Administrative Hearing Commission as provided by section 621.045, RSMo.

(B) Within one hundred and eighty (180) calendar days after the issuance date of application approval, the applicant shall attain a passing score on the state risk assessor examination.

1. An applicant cannot sit for the state risk assessor examination more than three (3) times within one hundred eighty (180) calendar days after the issuance date of the notice of an approved application.

2. The applicant’s failure to attain a passing score on the state risk assessor exam within the one hundred eighty (180)-day period following the notice of an approved application for a license shall result in OLLA’s denial of the applicant’s application for a license. The individual may reapply to OLLA pursuant to this regulation but only after retaking an OLLA- or EPA-accredited risk assessor training course.

3. If the applicant passes the state risk assessor examination, OLLA will issue a two (2)-year risk assessor license certificate and photo identification badge.

4. Restricted licenses may be issued pursuant to an agreement between the applicant or licensee and OLLA.


**Pursuant to Executive Order 21-07, 19 CSR 30-70.140, subsection (4)(B) was suspended from April 2, 2020 through August 31, 2021.

19 CSR 30-70.150 Application Process and Requirements for the Licensure of Lead Abatement Workers

**PURPOSE: This rule provides the requirements to be licensed as a lead abatement worker.

(1) Application for a Lead Abatement Worker License.

(A) An applicant for a lead abatement worker license must submit a complete application to the Office of Lead Licensing and Accreditation (OLLA) prior to consideration for license issuance. All applications for licensure must be received by OLLA at least thirty (30) days prior to the date of the lead abatement project; provided, however, OLLA may waive the time for the filing of applications as particular circumstances justify. Completed applications shall be mailed to the Missouri Department of Health, Attention: Fee Receipts, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.

(B) The application shall include the following:

1. Completed lead occupation license application form provided by OLLA which shall include:
   A. The applicant’s full legal name, home address, and telephone number;
   B. The name, address, and telephone number of the applicant’s current employer;
   C. The applicant’s Social Security number;
   D. The county or counties in which the applicant is employed;
   E. The location where the applicant would like to receive correspondence regarding his or her application or license;
   F. The occupation the applicant wishes to be licensed for;
   G. Licensure for lead occupations in other states, including name of other states, type of license, license expiration date, and license number, and copies of other states’ license/certificate;
   H. Certification by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), including EPA region number, type of certification, certification expiration date, certification number, and a copy of the EPA certificate;
   I. Type of training completed, including name of training provider, certificate identification number and dates of course completion; and
   J. Signature of the applicant which certifies that all information in the application is complete and true to the best of the applicant’s knowledge and that the applicant will comply with applicable state statutes and regulations;

2. A copy of the OLLA- or EPA-accredited lead abatement worker training program completion certificate, and any required refresher completion certificates;

3. Two (2) recent passport-size color photographs of the applicant’s face without a hat or sunglasses (computer generated or photocopied photographs are not acceptable); and

4. A check or money order made payable to the Missouri Department of Health for the nonrefundable fee of one hundred dollars ($100).

(C) An applicant for a lead abatement worker license shall apply to OLLA within one (1) year of the applicant’s successful completion of an OLLA- or EPA-accredited lead abatement worker training course, as indicated on the certificate of completion. Applicants failing to apply within one (1) year from the date on the training program...
completion certificate shall, before making application for license, successfully complete the eight (8)-hour lead abatement worker refresher training course accredited by OLLA or the EPA.

(D) Applicants failing to apply within three (3) years of the lead abatement worker training and who have not successfully completed annual refresher training, shall successfully complete the OLLA- or EPA-accredited lead abatement worker training course again before submitting application for a lead abatement worker license.

(2) Application for a Lead Abatement Worker License Under Reciprocity.
(A) An applicant for a lead abatement worker license by reciprocity must submit a completed application to OLLA prior to consideration for license issuance. Completed applications shall be mailed to the Missouri Department of Health, Attention: Fee Receipts, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.

(B) The application shall include the following:
1. Completed lead occupation license application form provided by OLLA which shall include:
   A. The applicant’s full legal name, home address, and telephone number;
   B. The name, address, and telephone number of the applicant’s current employer;
   C. The applicant’s Social Security number;
   D. The location where the applicant would like to receive correspondence regarding his or her application or license;
   E. The occupation the applicant wishes to be licensed for;
   F. Licensure for lead occupations in other states, including name of other states, type of license, license expiration date, and license number, and copies of other states’ license/certificate;
   G. Certification by the EPA, including EPA region number, type of certification, certification expiration date, certification number, and a copy of the EPA certificate; and
   H. Signature of the applicant which certifies that all information in the application is complete and true to the best of the applicant’s knowledge and that the applicant will comply with applicable state statutes and regulations;
2. Two (2) recent passport-size color photographs of the applicant’s face without a hat or sunglasses (computer generated or photocopied photographs are not acceptable); and
3. A check or money order made payable to the Missouri Department of Health for the nonrefundable fee of one hundred dollars ($100).

(3) Training Requirements for Lead Abatement Worker License. An applicant for a license as a lead abatement worker shall complete an OLLA- or EPA-accredited lead abatement worker training program (see 19 CSR 30-70.350) and pass the course examination with a score of seventy percent (70%) or more. The document that will be recognized by OLLA as evidence of meeting the requirement is listed in subsection (1)(C) of this regulation.

(4) Procedure for Issuance or Denial of Lead Abatement Worker License.
(A) OLLA will inform the applicant in writing that the application is either approved, incomplete, or denied.
   1. If an application is incomplete, the notice will include a list of additional information or documentation required to complete the application.
      A. Within thirty (30) calendar days after the issuance date of the notice of incomplete application, the applicant shall submit to OLLA in writing, the information requested in the written notice.
      B. Failure to submit the information requested in the written notice within thirty (30) calendar days shall result in OLLA’s denial of the applicant’s application for a lead abatement worker.
      C. After receipt of the information requested in the written notice, OLLA will inform the applicant in writing that the application is either approved or denied.
      2. When an application for a lead abatement worker license is denied, the written notice of denial to the applicant will specify the reasons for the denial. OLLA may deny a lead abatement worker license for any one (1) or any combination of the following reasons:
         A. Type and amount of training;
         B. False or misleading statements in the application;
         C. Failure to submit a complete application;
         D. History of citations or violations of existing lead abatement regulations or standards;
         E. Violations of 29 CFR part 1926.62 or 29 CFR part 1926.59;
         F. Fraud or failure to disclose facts relevant to his or her application;
         G. Conviction of a felony under any state or federal law or having entered a plea of guilty or nolo contendere in a criminal prosecution under the laws of any state or of the United States;
         H. Permitting the duplication or use by another of the individual’s training certificate;
         I. Other information which may affect the applicant’s ability to appropriately perform lead abatement work;
         J. Failure to comply with any state or federal law or regulation, including, but not limited to, any part of sections 701.300 through 701.338, RSMo, or any rules promulgated pursuant to these sections; or
         K. Final disciplinary action against a licensee by another state, territory, federal agency or country, whether or not voluntarily agreed to by the licensee, including, but not limited to, the denial of licensure, surrender of the license, allowing the license to expire or lapse, or discontinuing or restricting the license while subject to investigation or while actually under investigation by another state, territory, or federal agency or country.
   3. If an application is denied, the applicant may reapply to OLLA by submitting a complete lead occupation license application form with another nonrefundable fee of one hundred dollars ($100).

4. If an application is aggrieved by a determination to deny licensure, the applicant may appeal OLLA’s denial to the Administrative Hearing Commission as provided by section 621.045, RSMo.

(B) After notice of complete application, OLLA will issue a two (2)-year license certificate and photo identification badge.

(C) Restricted licenses may be issued pursuant to an agreement between the applicant or licensee and OLLA.


19 CSR 30-70.160 Application Process and Requirements for the Licensure of Lead Abatement Supervisors

PURPOSE: This rule provides the requirements to be licensed as a lead abatement supervisor.

(1) Application for a Lead Abatement Supervisor License.
(A) An applicant for a lead abatement supervisor license must submit a completed application to the Office of Lead Licensing...
and Accreditation (OLLA) prior to consideration for license issuance. All applications for licensure must be received by OLLA at least thirty (30) days prior to the date of the state lead examination; provided, however, OLLA may waive the time for the filing of applications as particular circumstances justify. Completed applications shall be mailed to the Missouri Department of Health, attention: Fee Receipts, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.

(B) The application shall include the following:

1. Completed lead occupation license application form provided by OLLA which shall include:
   A. The applicant’s full legal name, home address, and telephone number;
   B. The name, address, and telephone number of the applicant’s current employer;
   C. The applicant’s Social Security number;
   D. The county or counties in which the applicant is employed;
   E. The location where the applicant would like to receive correspondence regarding his or her application or license;
   F. The occupation the applicant wishes to be licensed for;
   G. Type of training completed, including name of training provider, certificate identification number and dates of course completion;
   H. Licensure for lead occupations in other states, including name of other states, type of license, license expiration date, and license number, and copies of other states’ license/certificate;
   I. Certification by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), including EPA region number, type of certification, certification expiration date, certification number, and a copy of the EPA certificate;
   J. Employment history which meets the experience requirements in paragraph (3)(B)1. of this regulation; and
   K. Signature of the applicant which certifies that all information in the application is complete and true to the best of the applicant’s knowledge and that the applicant will comply with applicable state statutes and regulations;
   2. A copy of the OLLA- or EPA-accredited lead abatement supervisor training program completion certificate, and any required refresher completion certificates;
   3. Two (2) recent passport-size color photographs of the applicant’s face without a hat or sunglasses (computer generated or photocopied photographs are not acceptable);
   4. Documentation pursuant to paragraph (3)(B)2. of this regulation as evidence of meeting the experience requirements for lead abatement supervisors; and

5. A check or money order made payable to the Missouri Department of Health for the nonrefundable fee of one hundred dollars ($100).

(C) An applicant for a lead abatement supervisor license shall apply to OLLA within one (1) year of the applicant’s successful completion of an OLLA- or EPA-accredited lead abatement supervisor training course, as indicated on the certificate of completion. Applicants failing to apply within one (1) year from the date on the training program completion certificate shall, before making application for license, successfully complete the eight (8)-hour lead abatement supervisor refresher training course accredited by OLLA or the EPA.

(D) Applicants failing to apply within three (3) years of completing the lead abatement supervisor training and who have not successfully completed annual refresher training, shall successfully complete the OLLA- or EPA-accredited lead abatement supervisor training course again before submitting application for a lead abatement supervisor license.

(2) Application for a Lead Abatement Supervisor License Under Reciprocity

(A) An applicant for a Lead Abatement Supervisor license by reciprocity must submit a completed application to OLLA prior to consideration for license issuance. Completed applications shall be mailed to the Missouri Department of Health, attention: Fee Receipts, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.

(B) The application shall include the following:

1. Completed lead occupation license application form provided by OLLA which shall include:
   A. The applicant’s full legal name, home address, and telephone number;
   B. The name, address, and telephone number of the applicant’s current employer;
   C. The applicant’s Social Security number;
   D. The location where the applicant would like to receive correspondence regarding his or her application or license;
   E. The occupation the applicant wishes to be licensed for;
   F. Licensure for lead occupations in other states, including name of other states, type of license, license expiration date, and license number, and copies of other states’ license/certificate;
   G. Certification by the EPA, including EPA region number, type of certification, certification expiration date, certification number, and a copy of the EPA certificate; and
   H. Signature of the applicant which certifies that all information in the application is complete and true to the best of the applicant’s knowledge and that the applicant will comply with applicable state statutes and regulations;

2. Two (2) recent passport-size color photographs of the applicant’s face without a hat or sunglasses (computer generated or photocopied photographs are not acceptable); and

3. A check or money order made payable to the Missouri Department of Health for the nonrefundable fee of one hundred dollars ($100).

(3) Training and Experience Requirements for Lead Abatement Supervisor License

(A) An applicant for a license as a lead abatement supervisor shall complete an OLLA- or EPA-accredited lead abatement supervisor training program (see 19 CSR 30-70.360) and pass the course examination with a score of seventy percent (70%) or more.

(B) An applicant for a license as a lead abatement supervisor shall meet minimum experience requirements for a licensed lead abatement supervisor.

1. The minimum experience requirements for a licensed lead abatement supervisor licensure includes at least one (1) of the following:
   A. At least one (1) year of experience as a licensed lead abatement worker (by Missouri, EPA or EPA-approved state);
   B. At least two (2) years of experience in asbestos abatement work or as a construction manager or superintendent; or
   C. At least two (2) years of experience as a manager for environmental hazard remediation projects.

2. The following documents shall be recognized by OLLA as evidence of meeting the requirements listed in subsection (3)(B) of this regulation:
   A. Resumes, letters of reference, or documentation of work experience, which includes dates (month and year) of employment, employer’s name, address and telephone number, and specific job duties, as evidence of meeting the work experience requirements;
   B. Course completion certificates issued by the OLLA- or EPA-accredited training program as evidence of meeting the training requirements; and
   C. A copy of the lead abatement worker certificate or identification badge as
evidence of having been a licensed lead abatement worker.

(4) Procedure for Issuance or Denial of Lead Abatement Supervisor License.

(A) OLLA will inform the applicant in writing that the application is either approved, incomplete, or denied.

1. If an application is incomplete, the notice will include a list of additional information or documentation required to complete the application.

A. Within thirty (30) calendar days after the issuance date of the notice of incomplete application, the applicant shall submit to OLLA in writing, the information requested in the written notice.

B. Failure to submit the information requested in the written notice shall result in OLLA's denial of the applicant's application for a lead abatement supervisor license.

C. After receipt of the information requested in the written notice, OLLA will inform the applicant in writing that the application is either approved or denied.

2. When an application for a lead abatement supervisor license is denied, the written notice of denial to the applicant will specify the reasons for the denial. OLLA may deny a lead abatement supervisor license for any one or any combination of the following reasons:

A. Failure to satisfy the experience requirements;
B. Type and amount of training;
C. False or misleading statements in the application;
D. Failure to achieve a passing score on the state examination after three (3) attempts;
E. Failure to submit a complete application;
F. History of citations or violations of existing lead abatement regulations or standards;
G. Violations of 29 CFR part 1926.62 or 29 CFR part 1926.59;
H. Fraud or failure to disclose facts relevant to his or her application;
I. Conviction of a felony under any state or federal law or having entered a plea of guilty or nolo contendere in a criminal prosecution under the laws of any state or of the United States;
J. Permitting the duplication or use by another of the individual's training certificate;
K. Other information which may affect the applicant's ability to appropriately supervise lead abatement work;
L. Failure to comply with any state or federal law or regulation, including, but not limited to, any part of sections 701.300 through 701.338, RSMo, or any rules promulgated pursuant to these sections; or
M. Final disciplinary action against a licensee by another state, territory, federal agency or country, whether or not voluntarily agreed to by the licensee, including, but not limited to, the denial of licensure, surrender of the license, allowing the license to expire or lapse, or discontinuing or restricting the license while subject to investigation or while actually under investigation by another state, territory, or federal agency or country.

3. If an application is denied, the applicant may reapply to OLLA by submitting a complete lead occupation license application form and another nonrefundable fee of one hundred dollars ($100).

4. If an applicant is aggrieved by a determination to deny licensure, the applicant may appeal OLLA's denial to the Administrative Hearing Commission as provided by section 621.045, RSMo.

(B) Within one hundred and eighty (180) calendar days after the issuance date of application approval, the applicant shall attain a passing score on the state lead abatement supervisor examination.

1. An applicant cannot sit for the state lead abatement supervisor examination more than three (3) times within one hundred and eighty (180) calendar days from the date of issuance of the notice of an approved application.

2. The applicant's failure to attain a passing score on the state lead abatement supervisor exam within the one hundred eighty (180)-day period following the notice of an approved application for a license shall result in OLLA's denial of the applicant's application for a license. The individual may reapply to OLLA pursuant to this regulation but only after retaking an OLLA- or EPA-accredited lead abatement supervisor training course.

(C) After the applicant passes the state lead abatement supervisor examination, OLLA will issue a two (2)-year lead abatement supervisor license certificate and photo identification badge.

(D) Restricted licenses may be issued pursuant to an agreement between the applicant or licensee and OLLA.


**Pursuant to Executive Order 21-07, 19 CSR 30-70.160, subsection (4)(b) was suspended from April 2, 2020 through August 31, 2021.

19 CSR 30-70.170 Application Process and Requirements for the Licensure of Project Designers

PURPOSE: This rule provides the requirements to be licensed as a project designer.

(1) Application for a Project Designer License.

(A) An applicant for a project designer license must submit a completed application to the Office of Lead Licensing and Accreditation (OLLA) prior to consideration for license issuance. All applications for licensure must be received by OLLA at least thirty (30) days prior to the date of the lead abatement project design; provided, however, OLLA may waive the time for the filing of applications as particular circumstances justify. Completed applications shall be mailed to the Missouri Department of Health, Attention: Fee Receipts, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.

(B) The application shall include the following:

1. Completed lead occupation license application form provided by OLLA which shall include:
   A. The applicant’s full legal name, home address, and telephone number;
   B. The name, address, and telephone number of the applicant’s current employer;
   C. The applicant’s Social Security number;
   D. The county or counties in which the applicant is employed;
   E. The location where the applicant would like to receive correspondence regarding his or her application or license;
   F. The occupation the applicant wishes to be licensed for;
   G. Type of training completed, including name of training provider, certificate, identification number and dates of course completion;
   H. Licensure for lead occupations in other states, including name of other states, type of license, license expiration date, and license number, and copies of other states’ license/certificate;
   I. Certification by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), including EPA region number, type of certification, certification expiration date, certificate number, and a copy of the EPA certificate;
   J. Employment history and/or education which meets the experience and/or education requirements in paragraph (3)(B)(1) of this regulation; and
   K. Signature of the applicant which certifies that all information in the application
is complete and true to the best of the applicant’s knowledge and that the applicant will comply with applicable state statutes and regulations;

2. A copy of the OLLA- or EPA-accredited lead abatement supervisor and project designer training program completion certificates, and any required refresher completion certificates;

3. Two (2) recent passport-size color photographs of the applicant’s face without a hat or sunglasses (computer generated or photocopied photographs are not acceptable);

4. Documentation pursuant to paragraph (3)(B)2. of this regulation as evidence of meeting the education and/or experience requirements for project designers; and

5. A check or money order made payable to the Missouri Department of Health for the nonrefundable fee of one hundred dollars ($100).

(C) An applicant for a project designer license shall apply to the OLLA within one (1) year of the applicant’s successful completion of an OLLA- or EPA-accredited project designer training course, as indicated on the certificate of completion. Applicants failing to apply within one (1) year from the date on the training provider completion certificates shall, before making application for license, successfully complete the four (4)-hour project designer refresher training course accredited by OLLA or the EPA.

(D) Applicants failing to apply within three (3) years of lead abatement supervisor and project designer training and who have not successfully completed annual refresher training, shall successfully complete the OLLA- or EPA-accredited project designer training course again before submitting application for a project designer license.

(2) Application for a Project Designer License Under Reciprocity.

(A) An applicant for a project designer license by reciprocity must submit a completed application to OLLA prior to consideration for license issuance. Completed applications shall be mailed to the Missouri Department of Health, Attention: Fee Receipts, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.

(B) The application shall include the following:

1. Completed lead occupation license application form provided by OLLA which shall include:
   A. The applicant’s full legal name, home address, and telephone number;
   B. The name, address, and telephone number of the applicant’s current employer;
   C. The applicant’s Social Security number;
   D. The location where the applicant would like to receive correspondence regarding his or her application or license;
   E. The occupation the applicant wishes to be licensed for;
   F. Licensure for lead occupations in other states, including name of other states, type of license, license expiration date, and license number, and copies of other states’ license/certificate;
   G. Certification by the EPA, including EPA region number, type of certification, certification expiration date, certification number, and a copy of the EPA certificate; and
   H. Signature of the applicant which certifies that all information in the application is complete and true to the best of the applicant’s knowledge and that the applicant will comply with applicable state statutes and regulations;

2. Two (2) recent passport-size color photographs of the applicant’s face without a hat or sunglasses (computer generated or photocopied photographs are not acceptable); and

3. A check or money order made payable to the Missouri Department of Health for the nonrefundable fee of one hundred dollars ($100).

(3) Training, Education and Experience Requirements for Project Designer License.

(A) An applicant for a license as a project designer shall complete an OLLA- or EPA-accredited lead abatement supervisor training course and an OLLA- or EPA-accredited project designer training program (see 19 CSR 30-70.370) and pass both of the course examinations with a score of seventy percent (70%) or more.

(B) An applicant for a license as a project designer shall meet minimum education and/or experience requirements for a licensed project designer.

1. The minimum education and/or experience requirements for a licensed project designer include at least one (1) of the following:
   A. Bachelor’s degree in engineering, architecture, or a related profession, and one (1) year of experience in building construction and design;
   B. At least one (1) year of experience as a licensed lead abatement supervisor (by Missouri, EPA or an EPA-approved state) and at least two (2) years experience in building construction and design; or
   C. At least four (4) years of experience in building construction and design.

2. The following documents may be recognized by OLLA as evidence of meeting the requirements listed in paragraph (3)(B)1. of this regulation:
   A. Official academic transcripts or diploma, as evidence of meeting the education requirements;
   B. Resumes, letters of reference, or documentation of work experience, which includes dates (month and year) of employment, employer’s name, address and telephone number, and specific job duties, as evidence of meeting the work experience requirements;
   C. Course completion certificates issued by the OLLA- or EPA-accredited training program as evidence of meeting the training requirements; and
   D. A copy of the lead abatement supervisor certificate or identification badge as evidence of having been a licensed lead abatement supervisor.

(4) Procedure for Issuance or Denial of Project Designer License.

(A) OLLA will inform the applicant in writing that the application is either approved, incomplete, or denied.

1. If an application is incomplete, the notice shall include a list of additional information or documentation required to complete the application.
   A. Within thirty (30) calendar days after the issuance date of the notice of incomplete application, the applicant shall submit to OLLA in writing, the information requested in the written notice.
   B. Failure to submit the information requested in the written notice shall result in OLLA’s denial of the applicant’s application for a project designer license.

   C. After receipt of the information requested in the written notice, OLLA will inform the applicant in writing that the application is either approved or denied.

2. When an application for a project designer license is denied, the written notice of denial to the applicant will specify the reasons for the denial. OLLA may deny a project designer license for any one (1) or any combination of the following reasons:
   A. Failure to satisfy the education and/or experience requirements;
   B. Type and amount of training;
   C. False or misleading statements in the application;
   D. Failure to submit a complete application;
   E. History of citations or violations of existing lead abatement regulations or standards;
F. Violations of 29 CFR part 1926.62 or 29 CFR part 1926.59;
G. Fraud or failure to disclose facts relevant to his or her application;
H. Conviction of a felony under any state or federal law or having entered a plea of guilty or nolo contendere in a criminal prosecution under the laws of any state or of the United States;
I. Permitting the duplication or use by another of the individual’s training certificate;
J. Other information which may affect the applicant’s ability to appropriately perform lead abatement project design;
K. Failure to comply with any state or federal law or regulation, including, but not limited to, any part of sections 701.300 through 701.338, RSMo, or any rules promulgated pursuant to these sections; or
L. Final disciplinary action against a licensee by another state, territory, federal agency or country, whether or not voluntarily agreed to by the licensee, including, but not limited to, the denial of licensure, surrender of the license, allowing the license to expire or lapse, or discontinuing or restricting the license while subject to investigation or while actually under investigation by another state, territory, or federal agency or country.

3. If an application is denied, the applicant may reapply to OLLA by submitting a complete lead occupation license application form and another nonrefundable fee of one hundred dollars ($100).

4. If an applicant is aggrieved by a determination to deny licensure, the applicant may appeal OLLA’s denial to the Administrative Hearing Commission as provided by section 621.045, RSMo.

(B) After notice of complete application, OLLA will issue a two (2)-year license certificate and photo identification badge.

(C) Restricted licenses may be issued pursuant to an agreement between the applicant or licensee and OLLA.


19 CSR 30-70.180 Application Process and Licensure Renewal Requirements for Lead Abatement Contractors

PURPOSE: This rule provides the requirements to be licensed and renewal requirements as a lead abatement contractor.

1. Application for a Lead Abatement Contractor License.
   (A) An applicant for a lead abatement contractor license must submit a completed application to the Office of Lead Licensing and Accreditation (OLLA) prior to consideration for license issuance. All applications for licensure must be received by OLLA at least thirty (30) days prior to the date of the lead abatement activity; provided, however, OLLA may waive the time for the filing of applications as particular circumstances justify. Completed applications shall be mailed to the Missouri Department of Health, Attention: Fee Receipts, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.
   (B) The application shall include:
      1. A completed lead abatement contractor form provided by OLLA which shall include:
         A. The applicant’s name, address and telephone number;
         B. If the applicant is a sole proprietorship, the applicant’s Social Security number;
         C. The county or counties in which the applicant is located;
         D. Lead-bearing substance activities the applicant will be conducting (i.e., lead inspection, risk assessments, lead abatement projects, and/or project design);
         E. A certification that the lead abatement contractor shall only employ appropriately Missouri licensed individuals to conduct lead-bearing substance activities; and
         F. A certification that the lead abatement contractor and its employees shall comply with the Work Practice Standards 19 CSR 30-70.600 through 19 CSR 30-70.650;
      2. If the applicant is a corporation, a check or money order made payable to the Missouri Department of Health or nonprofit organization shall be exempt from payment of such fee.
      3. If the applicant is a state, federally recognized Indian tribe, local government or nonprofit organization shall be exempt from payment of such fee.
      4. A check or money order made payable to the Missouri Department of Health for the nonrefundable fee of two hundred and fifty dollars ($250); provided, however, that lead abatement contractors who are a state, federally recognized Indian tribe, local government or nonprofit organization shall be exempt from payment of such fee.
      5. A completed lead abatement contractor form provided by OLLA which shall include:
         A. The applicant’s name, address and telephone number;
         B. If the applicant is a sole proprietorship, the applicant’s Social Security number;
         C. The county or counties in which the applicant is located;
         D. Lead-bearing substance activities the applicant will be conducting (i.e., lead inspection, risk assessments, lead abatement projects, and/or project design);
         E. A certification that the lead abatement contractor shall only employ appropriately Missouri licensed individuals to conduct lead-bearing substance activities; and
         F. A certification that the lead abatement contractor and its employees shall comply with the Work Practice Standards 19 CSR 30-70.600 through 19 CSR 30-70.650; and
      2. A check or money order made payable to the Missouri Department of Health for the nonrefundable fee of two hundred and fifty dollars ($250); provided, however, that lead abatement contractors who are a state, federally recognized Indian tribe, local government or nonprofit organization shall be exempt from payment of such fee.
      3. Procedure for Issuance or Denial of a Lead Abatement Contractor License.
         (A) OLLA will inform the applicant in writing that the application is either approved, incomplete, or denied.
         1. If an application is incomplete, the notice will include a list of additional information or documentation required to complete the application.
A. Within thirty (30) calendar days after the issuance date of the notice of incomplete application, the applicant shall submit to OLLA in writing, the information requested in the written notice.

B. Failure to submit the information requested in the written notice shall result in OLLA's denial of the applicant's application for a lead abatement contractor license.

C. After receipt of the information requested in the written notice, OLLA will inform the applicant in writing that the application is either approved or denied.

2. When an application for a lead abatement contractor license is denied, the written notice of denial to the applicant will specify the reasons for the denial. OLLA may deny a lead abatement contractor license for any one (1) or any combination of the following reasons:

A. History of citations or violations of existing local, state and federal abatement or other environmental regulations or standards;

B. Past felony convictions under any state or federal law designed to protect human health or the environment. Any plea of guilty or nolo contendere shall be considered a conviction for the purposes of this subsection;

C. False or misleading statements in the application;

D. Failure to submit a complete application;

E. Other information which may affect the applicant’s ability to appropriately perform lead-bearing substance activities;

F. Violations of 29 CFR part 1926.62 or 29 CFR part 1926.59;

G. Fraud or failure to disclose facts relevant to the lead abatement contractor application;

H. Failure to comply with any state or federal law or regulation, including, but not limited to, any part of sections 701.300 through 701.338, RSMo, or any rules promulgated pursuant to these sections; or

I. Final disciplinary action against a licensee by another state, territory, federal agency or country, whether or not voluntarily agreed to by the licensee, including, but not limited to, the denial of licensure, surrender of the license, allowing the license to expire or lapse, or discontinuing or restricting the license while subject to investigation or while actually under investigation by another state, territory, or federal agency or country.

3. When an application is denied, the applicant may reapply to OLLA by submitting a complete lead abatement contractor application form along with the applicable fee.

4. If an applicant is aggrieved by a determination to deny licensure, the applicant may appeal OLLA's denial to the Administrative Hearing Commission as provided by section 621.045, RSMo.

B. After notice of complete application, OLLA will issue a two (2)-year lead abatement contractor license.

C. Restricted licenses may be issued pursuant to an agreement between the applicant or licensee and OLLA.

(4) Change of Ownership. If a licensed lead abatement contractor changes ownership, the new owner shall notify OLLA in writing no later than thirty (30) calendar days prior to the change of ownership becoming effective. The notification shall include a new lead abatement contractor license application, the appropriate fee, and the date that the change of ownership will become effective. The new lead abatement contractor application shall be processed in the same manner pursuant to 19 CSR 30-70.180(3). The current lead abatement contractor’s license shall expire on the effective date set forth in the notification of the change of ownership.

(5) Renewal Application for Lead Abatement Contractor License. An application for lead abatement contractor license renewal shall be mailed at least sixty (60) days prior to the expiration date on the license accompanied by a nonrefundable renewal fee of two hundred and fifty dollars ($250) (provided, however, that lead abatement contractors who are a state, federally recognized Indian tribe, local government or nonprofit organization shall be exempt from payment of such fee) with a completed application form to the Department of Health, Attention: Fee Receipts, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102. If the licensee fails to apply at least sixty (60) days prior to the expiration date on the license, OLLA cannot guarantee that the license will be renewed before the end of the licensing period.


19 CSR 30-70.190 Renewal of Lead Occupation Licenses

PURPOSE: This rule provides the requirements for renewal licensure of lead inspector, risk assessor, lead abatement worker, lead abatement supervisor and project designer.

(1) Renewal Application for Lead Inspector, Risk Assessor, Lead Abatement Worker, Lead Abatement Supervisor and Project Designer Licenses.

(A) A completed application for renewal of license, including required supporting documentation, shall be submitted to the Missouri Department of Health, Attention: Fee Receipts, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570, at least sixty (60) days prior to the license expiration date indicated on the license. Failure of the licensee to submit an application at least sixty (60) days prior to the current license’s expiration date may result in the license not being renewed before the current license expires.

(B) The licensee applying for license renewal shall complete the eight (8)-hour Office of Lead Licensing Accreditation (OLLA)- or Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)-accredited refresher training course for the appropriate occupation.

(C) The renewal application shall include the following:

1. A completed lead occupation renewal license application form provided by OLLA which shall include:

   A. The licensee's full legal name, home address, and telephone number;

   B. The name, address, and telephone number of the licensee's current employer;

   C. The licensee's Social Security number;

   D. The county or counties in which the licensee is employed;

   E. The location where the licensee would like to receive correspondence regarding his or her renewal application or license;

   F. The license occupation the licensee wishes to have renewed;

   G. Type of refresher training completed, including name of training provider, certificate identification number and dates of course completion; and

   H. Signature of the licensee which certifies that all information in the application is complete and true to the best of the licensee’s knowledge and that the licensee will comply with applicable state statutes and regulations;

2. A copy of the OLLA- or EPA-accredited refresher training course completion certificate for the appropriate occupation;

3. Two (2) recent passport-size color photographs of the licensee’s face without a hat or sunglasses (computer generated or photocopied photographs are not acceptable); and

   19 CSR 30-70.120(5)
4. A check or money order made payable to the Missouri Department of Health for the nonrefundable fee of fifty dollars ($50).

(2) Procedure for Issuance or Denial of a Renewal License.

(A) OLLA will inform the licensee in writing that the renewal application is either approved, incomplete or denied.

1. If a renewal application is incomplete, the notice will include a list of additional information or documentation required to complete the renewal application.

A. Within thirty (30) calendar days after the issuance date of the notice of incomplete application, the licensee shall submit to OLLA the information requested in the written notice.

B. Failure to submit the information requested in the written notice to OLLA in writing shall result in OLLA’s denial of the licensee’s renewal application for the appropriate occupation.

C. After receipt of the information requested in the written notice, OLLA will inform the licensee in writing that the application is either approved or denied.

2. When a renewal application for a lead license is denied, the written notice of denial to the applicant will specify the reasons for the denial. OLLA may deny a renewal license for any one (1) or any combination of the following reasons:

A. Type and amount of training;
B. False or misleading statements in the application;
C. Failure to submit a complete application;
D. History of citations or violations of existing lead abatement regulations or standards;
E. Violations of 29 CFR part 1926.62 or 29 CFR part 1926.59;
F. Fraud or failure to disclose facts relevant to his or her application;
G. Conviction of a felony under any state or federal law or having entered a plea of guilty or nolo contendere in a criminal prosecution under the laws of any state or of the United States;
H. Permitting the duplication or use by another of the individual’s training certificate;
I. Other information which may affect the licensee’s ability to appropriately perform lead-bearing substance activities;
J. Failure to comply with any state or federal law or regulation, including, but not limited to, any part of sections 701.300 through 701.338, RSMo, or any rules promulgated pursuant to these sections; or
K. Final disciplinary action against a licensee by another state, territory, federal agency or country, whether or not voluntarily agreed to by the licensee, including, but not limited to, the denial of licensure, surrender of the license, allowing the license to expire or lapse, or discontinuing or restricting the license while subject to investigation or while actually under investigation by another state, territory, or federal agency or country.

3. If a renewal application is denied, the applicant may reapply to OLLA by submitting a completed lead occupation license renewal application form and another nonrefundable renewal fee of fifty dollars ($50).

4. If a licensee is aggrieved by a determination to deny renewal licensure, the applicant may appeal OLLA’s denial to the Administrative Hearing Commission as provided by section 621.045, RSMo.

(B) After notice of complete renewal application, OLLA will issue a two (2)-year license certificate and photo identification badge.

(C) Restricted licenses may be issued pursuant to an agreement between the applicant or licensee and OLLA.

**Pursuant to Executive Order 21-07, 19 CSR 30-70.190, subsection (B) was suspended from April 2, 2020 through May 1, 2021.**


19 CSR 30-70.195 Application Process and Requirements for Reapplication after License Expiration

**Purpose:** This rule provides the requirements for reapplication of a lead inspector, risk assessor, lead abatement worker, lead abatement supervisor and project designer after a license has expired.

(1) Unless sooner renewed or revoked, a license shall expire within two (2) years from its effective date indicated on the current license. If a licensee allows the license to expire before renewal, the licensee must reapply to the Office of Lead Licensing and Accreditation (OLLA). Completed applications shall be mailed to the Missouri Department of Health, Attention: Fee Receipts, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.

(2) The application shall include the following:

(A) A completed lead occupation license application form provided by OLLA which shall include:

1. The applicant’s full legal name, home address, and telephone number;
2. The name, address, and telephone number of the applicant’s current employer;
3. The applicant’s Social Security number;
4. The county or counties in which the applicant is employed;
5. The location where the applicant would like to receive correspondence regarding his or her application or license;
6. The license occupation the applicant wishes to be licensed for;
7. Type of training completed, including name of training provider, certificate identification number and dates of course completion;
8. Licensure for lead occupations in other states including, name of other states, type of license, license expiration date, and license number, and copies of other states’ license/certificate;
9. Certification by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), including EPA region number, type of certification, certification expiration date, certification number, and a copy of the EPA certificate; and
10. Signature of the applicant which certifies that all information in the application is complete and true to the best of the applicant’s knowledge and that the applicant will comply with applicable state statutes and regulations;

(B) A copy of the OLLA- or EPA-accredited refresher (and/or initial, if applicable—see 19 CSR 30-70.195(4)) training course completion certificate for the appropriate occupation;

(C) Two (2) recent passport-size color photographs of the applicant’s face without a hat or sunglasses (computer generated or photocopied photographs are not acceptable); and

(D) A check or money order made payable to the Missouri Department of Health for the nonrefundable fee of one hundred dollars ($100).

(3) An applicant reapplying for a lead occupation license within one (1) year from the license expiration date shall complete the appropriate eight (8)-hour refresher training course accredited by OLLA or the EPA.

(4) Applicants failing to reapply within three (3) years of the license expiration date and who have not successfully completed annual refresher training, shall successfully complete the appropriate OLLA- or EPA-accredited initial training course again.
(5) Any licensed lead inspector, risk assessor, or lead abatement supervisor, that allows his or her license to expire before renewal shall retake the state lead examination for the appropriate occupation.

(6) OLLA will use the procedure for issuance or denial of a license pursuant to 19 CSR 30-70.130(4), 19 CSR 30-70.140(3), 19 CSR 30-70.150(4), 19 CSR 30-70.160(4), 19 CSR 30-70.170(4) as applicable.


19 CSR 30-70.200 Application Process and Requirements for the Licensure of Risk Assessors Who Possessed a Valid Missouri Lead Inspector License on August 28, 1998 (Rescinded August 30, 2018)


19 CSR 30-70.310 Definitions and Abbreviations for the Accreditation of Training Providers

PURPOSE: This rule provides definitions and abbreviations to be used in the interpretation and enforcement of 19 CSR 30-70.310 through 19 CSR 30-70.400.

(1) Accreditation is approval by the Office of Lead Licensing and Accreditation (OLLA) of a training provider for a training course to train individuals for lead-bearing substance activities.

(2) Audit is the monitoring by OLLA of a training provider for a training course to ensure compliance with state statutes and regulations.

(3) Classroom training is training devoted to lecture, learning activities, small group activities, demonstrations, and/or evaluations.

(4) Course agenda is an outline of the key topics to be covered during a training course, including the time allotted to teach each topic.

(5) Course exam blueprint is written documentation identifying the proportion of course exam questions devoted to each major topic in the course curriculum.

(6) EPA is the United States Environmental Protection Agency.

(7) Guest instructor is an individual designated by the training manager to provide instruction specific to the lecture, hands-on training, or work practice components of a course.

(8) Hands-on skills assessment is an evaluation of the effectiveness of the hands-on training which shall test the ability of the trainees to demonstrate satisfactory performance of work practices and procedures as well as any other skills demonstrated in the course.

(9) Hands-on training is training which involves the actual practice of a procedure and/or use of equipment.

(10) Large-scale abatement project is a lead abatement project consisting of ten (10) or more dwellings.

(11) Occupation is one of the specific types or categories of lead-bearing substance activities identified in these regulations for which individuals may receive training from accredited training providers, including, but not limited to, lead inspector, risk assessor, lead abatement worker, lead abatement supervisor and/or project designer.

(12) OLLA is the Missouri Department of Health Office of Lead Licensing and Accreditation.

(13) Oral exam is equivalent to the written exam in content, but is read to the student by the principal instructor. The student is required to provide his or her answers to the exam in writing.

(14) Principal instructor is any qualified individual designated by the training manager that has the primary responsibility for organizing and teaching a particular course.

(15) Reaccreditation is the renewal of accreditation of a training provider for a training course subsequent to initial accreditation expiration.

(16) Reciprocity is an agreement between OLLA and other states who have similar accreditation provisions.

(17) Refresher course is the course of instruction established by these regulations which must be periodically completed to obtain or maintain an individual’s licensure in a single occupation.

(18) Training course is the course of instruction established by these regulations to prepare an individual for licensure in a single occupation.

(19) Training provider is any person or entity providing training courses for the purpose of state licensure or licensure renewal in an occupation.

(20) Training curriculum is an established set of course topics for instruction by an accredited training provider for a particular occupation designed to provide specialized knowledge and skills.

(21) Training hour is at least fifty (50) minutes of actual instruction, including but not limited to time devoted to lecture, learning activities, small group activities, demonstrations, evaluations, and/or hands-on training. A training hour shall not include a break.

(22) Training manager is any individual responsible for administering the training courses and monitoring the performance of principal instructors and guest instructors.


19 CSR 30-70.320 Accreditation of Training Providers for Training Courses

PURPOSE: This rule provides the procedures and requirements for the accreditation of training providers for training courses.

(1) Reciprocity. The Office of Lead Licensing and Accreditation (OLLA) may issue an accreditation certificate to any person or entity that has made application, paid the necessary fees, and provided proof of accreditation from another state, provided that OLLA has entered into a reciprocity agreement with that state.
(2) Good Standing. Every corporation desiring accreditation of the lead inspector, risk assessor, lead abatement worker, lead abatement supervisor and/or project designer training course under sections 701.300 through 701.338, RSMo, must be registered and in good standing with the Missouri secretary of state's office.

(3) Application for Accreditation of a Training Provider for a Training Course.

(A) Completed applications shall be mailed to the Missouri Department of Health, Attention: Fee Receipts, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.

(B) The application shall include the following:

1. Completed training provider course accreditation application form provided by OLLA which shall include:
   A. The training provider's name, address, and telephone number;
   B. The name and date of birth of the training manager;
   C. The name and date of birth of the principal instructor for each course;
   D. A list of locations at which training will take place;
   E. A list of courses for which the training provider is applying for accreditation; and
   F. A statement signed by the training manager certifying that the information provided in the application for accreditation, and any additional information included with the application, is true and accurate to the best of the training manager's knowledge and understanding, that the training provider will comply with 19 CSR 30-70-310 through 19 CSR 30-70-400, and that the training provider will only conduct lead training in those occupations in which the training provider has received accreditation;
   2. A copy of the student and instructor manuals;
   3. Course agenda;
   4. Course examination blueprint;
   5. A copy of the quality control plan as described in subsection (6)(H) of this regulation;
   6. A copy of a sample course certificate as described in subsection (6)(G) of this regulation;
   7. A description of the facilities and equipment to be used for lecture and hands-on training;
   8. A description of the activities and procedures that will be used for conducting the hands-on skills assessment for each course;
   9. A check or money order for the non-refundable fee of one thousand dollars ($1,000) per course made payable to the Missouri Department of Health; provided, however, that training providers who are a state, federally recognized Indian tribe, local government or nonprofit organization shall be exempt from payment of such fee; and
   10. Supporting documentation of the training manager's and principal instructor's qualifications.

(4) Application for Accreditation of a Training Provider for a Training Course Under Reciprocity.

(A) Completed applications shall be mailed to the Missouri Department of Health, Attention: Fee Receipts, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.

(B) The application shall include the following:

1. Completed training provider course accreditation application form provided by OLLA which shall include:
   A. The training provider's name, address, and telephone number;
   B. The name and date of birth of the training manager;
   C. The name and date of birth of the principal instructor for each course;
   D. A list of locations at which training will take place;
   E. A list of courses for which the training provider is applying for accreditation; and
   F. A statement signed by the training manager certifying that the information provided in the application for accreditation, and any additional information included with the application, is true and accurate to the best of the training manager's knowledge and understanding, that the training provider will comply with 19 CSR 30-70-310 through 19 CSR 30-70-400, and that the training provider will only conduct lead training in those occupations in which the training provider has received accreditation;
   2. A copy of the student and instructor manuals;
   3. Course agenda;
   4. Course examination blueprint;
   5. A copy of the quality control plan as described in subsection (6)(H) of this regulation;
   6. A copy of a sample course certificate as described in subsection (6)(G) of this regulation;
   7. A description of the facilities and equipment to be used for lecture and hands-on training;
   8. A description of the activities and procedures that will be used for conducting the hands-on skills assessment for each course;
   9. A check or money order for the non-refundable fee of one thousand dollars ($1,000) per course made payable to the Missouri Department of Health; provided, however, that training providers who are a state, federally recognized Indian tribe, local government or nonprofit organization shall be exempt from payment of such fee; and
   10. Supporting documentation of the training manager's and principal instructor's qualifications.

(5) Procedure for Issuance or Denial of a Training Provider for a Training Course.

(A) OLLA will inform the applicant in writing that the application is either approved, incomplete, or denied.

1. If an application is incomplete, the notice shall include a list of additional information or documentation required to complete the application.

   A. Within thirty (30) calendar days after the issuance date of the notice of incomplete application, the applicant shall submit to OLLA in writing, the information requested in the written notice.

   B. Failure to submit the information requested in the written notice within thirty (30) calendar days shall result in denial of the application for a training course accreditation.

2. If an application is approved, OLLA shall issue a two (2)-year accreditation certificate.

   A. If an application for training course accreditation is denied, OLLA shall state in the notice of denial to the applicant the specific reasons for the denial.

   A. OLLA may deny training course accreditation for any one (1) or any combination of the following reasons:

      (I) Failure of the training manager and/or principal instructor to satisfy the experience requirements;
      (II) History of citations or violations of existing local, state and federal regulations or standards;
      (III) Persons listed in the application have been convicted of a felony under any state or federal law or have entered a plea of guilty or nolo contendere in a criminal prosecution under the laws of any state or of the United States;
      (IV) False or misleading statements in the application;
      (V) False records, instructor qualifications, or other accreditation-related information or documentation;
      (VI) Failure of the applicant to submit a complete application; or
(VII) Final disciplinary action against a training provider by another state, territory, federal agency or country, whether or not voluntarily agreed to by the training provider, including, but not limited to, the denial of accreditation, surrender of the accreditation, allowing the accreditation to expire or lapse, or discontinuing or restricting the accreditation while subject to investigation or while actually under investigation by another state, territory, or federal agency or country.

(B) If an application is denied, the applicant may reapply for accreditation at any time.

(C) If an applicant is aggrieved by a determination to deny accreditation, the applicant may request a hearing by the department according to Chapter 536 of the Administrative Procedures Act.

(6) Requirements for Accreditation of a Training Provider for a Training Course. For a training provider to maintain accreditation from OLLA to offer a training course, the training provider shall meet the following requirements:

(A) Training Manager. The training provider shall employ a training manager who meets the requirements in subsection (7)(A) of this regulation. The training manager shall be responsible for ensuring that the accredited training provider complies at all times with all of the requirements in these regulations. The training manager may designate guest instructors as needed to provide instruction specific to the lecture, hands-on activities, or work practice components of a course;

(B) Principal Instructor. The training provider, in coordination with the training manager, shall designate a qualified principal instructor who meets the requirements in subsection (8)(A) of this regulation. The principal instructor shall be responsible for the organization of the course and oversight of the teaching of all course materials;

(C) The training provider shall meet the requirements set forth in subsections (6)(D) through (N) of this regulation for each course contained in the application for accreditation of a training provider for a training course;

(D) Delivery of Course. The training provider shall ensure the availability of, and provide adequate facilities for, the delivery of the lecture, course exam, hands-on training, and assessment activities. This includes providing training equipment that reflects current work practice standards set forth in 19 CSR 30-70.600 through 19 CSR 30-70.650 and maintaining or updating the course materials, equipment and facilities as needed;

(E) Course Exam. For each course offered, the training provider shall conduct a monitored, written course exam at the completion of each course. An oral exam may be administered in lieu of a written course exam for the lead abatement worker course only. If an oral examination is administered, the student is required to provide his or her answers to the exam in writing.

1. The course exam shall evaluate the trainee’s competency and proficiency.
2. All individuals must pass the course exam in order to successfully complete any course and receive a course completion certificate. Seventy percent (70%) shall be considered the passing score on the course exam.
3. The training provider and the training manager are responsible for maintaining the validity and integrity of the course exam to ensure that it accurately evaluates the trainees’ knowledge and retention of the course topics;

(F) Hands-On Skills Assessment. For each course offered, except for project designers, the training provider shall conduct a hands-on skills assessment. The training manager is responsible for maintaining the validity and integrity of the hands-on skills assessment to ensure that it accurately evaluates the trainees’ performance of the work practices and procedures associated with the course topics;

(G) Course Completion Certificate. The training provider shall issue unique course completion certificates to each individual who passes the training course. The course completion certificate shall include:

1. The name, a unique identification number, and address of the individual;
2. The name of the particular course that the individual completed;
3. Dates of course completion/exam passage; and
4. The name, address and telephone number of the training provider;

(H) Quality Control Plan. The training manager shall develop and implement a quality control plan. The plan shall be used to maintain or improve the quality of the accredited training provider over time.
1. This plan shall contain at least the following elements:
   A. Procedures for periodic revision of training materials and the course exam to reflect innovations in the field;
   B. Procedures for the training manager’s annual review of principal instructor competency; and
   C. A review to ensure the adequacy of the facilities and equipment.
2. An annual report discussing the results of the quality control plan shall be submitted to OLLA one (1) year following accreditation and at renewal;

(I) Access by OLLA. The accredited training provider shall allow OLLA to conduct audits as needed in order for OLLA to evaluate the provider’s compliance with OLLA accreditation requirements. During this audit, the provider shall make available to OLLA information necessary to complete the evaluation. At OLLA’s request, the provider shall also make documents available for photocopying;

(J) Recording Keeping. The accredited training provider shall maintain at its principal place of business, for at least five (5) years, the following records:
1. All documents specified in subsections (7)(B) and (8)(B) of this regulation that demonstrate the qualifications listed in subsection (7)(A) of this regulation for the training manager, and subsection (8)(A) of this regulation for the principal instructor;
2. Curriculum/course materials and documents reflecting any changes made to these materials;
3. The course examination and blueprint;
4. Information regarding how the hands-on skills assessment is conducted including, but not limited to:
   A. Who conducts the assessment;
   B. How the skills are graded;
   C. What facilities are used;
   D. The pass/fail rate; and
   E. The quality control plan as described in subsection (6)(H) of this regulation;
5. Results of the students’ hands-on skills assessments and course exams, and a record of each student’s course completion certificate; and
6. Any other material not listed in paragraph (6)(J) of this regulation that was submitted to OLLA as part of the training provider’s application for accreditation;

(K) Course Notification. The accredited training provider shall notify OLLA in writing fourteen (14) calendar days prior to conducting an accredited training course.
1. The notification shall include:
   A. The location of the course if it will be conducted at a location other than the provider’s training facility;
   B. The dates and times of the course;
   C. The name of the course; and
   D. The name of the principal instructor and any guest instructors conducting the course.
2. If the scheduled training course has been changed or canceled, the accredited training provider shall notify OLLA in writing twenty-four (24) hours prior to the scheduled training course;
(L) Changes of a Training Course. Once a training course has been accredited, any changes in any one (1) of the items listed below must be submitted in writing to OLLA for review and approval prior to the continuation of the training course:
1. Course curriculum;
2. Course examination;
3. Course materials;
4. Training manager and/or principal instructors; and/or
5. Certificate of completion.
Within sixty (60) calendar days of receipt of a change of a training course, OLLA shall inform the provider in writing that the change is either approved or disapproved. If the change is approved, the accredited training provider shall include the change in the training course. If the change is disapproved, the accredited training provider shall not include the change in the training course;
(M) Change of Ownership. If an accredited training provider changes ownership, the new owner shall notify OLLA in writing at least thirty (30) calendar days prior to the change of ownership becoming effective. The notification shall include a new training course provider accreditation application, the appropriate fee(s), and the date that the change of ownership will become effective.
The new training course provider accreditation application shall be processed pursuant to 19 CSR 30-70.320. The current training provider’s accreditation shall expire on the effective date set forth in the notification of the change of ownership; and
(N) Change of Address. The accredited training provider shall notify OLLA in writing of the accredited training provider’s new address, telephone number and description of the new training facility, and shall submit such notification to OLLA not later than thirty (30) days prior to relocating its business or transferring its records.

(7) Training, Education and Experience Requirements for the Training Manager.
(A) The education and/or experience requirements for the training manager shall include one (1) year of experience in lead or asbestos abatement, painting, carpentry, renovation, remodeling, occupational safety and health, or industrial hygiene; and at least one of the following:
1. A minimum of two (2) years of experience teaching or training adults;
2. A bachelor’s or graduate degree in building construction technology, engineering, industrial hygiene, safety, public health, business administration, education; or
3. A minimum of two (2) years experience in managing a training program specializing in environmental hazards.
(B) The following records of experience and education shall be recognized by OLLA as evidence that the individual meets or exceeds OLLA requirements for a training manager:
1. Resumes, letters of reference from past employers, or documentation to evidence past experience, which includes dates (month/year) of employment, employer’s name, address, telephone number, and specific job duties, as evidence of meeting the experience requirements; and
2. Official academic transcripts or diploma, as evidence of meeting the education requirements.

(8) Training, Education and Experience Requirements for the Principal Instructor.
(A) The training, education and experience requirements for the principal instructor of a training course includes all of the following:
1. Successfully completed at least twenty-four (24) hours of any OLLA- or Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)-accredited lead-specific training;
2. A minimum of one (1) year of experience in teaching or training adults; and
3. A minimum of one (1) year of experience in lead or asbestos abatement, painting, carpentry, renovation, remodeling, occupational safety and health, or industrial hygiene, or an associate degree or higher from a post-secondary educational institution in building construction technology, engineering, safety, public health, or industrial hygiene; and
(B) The following records of experience and education shall be recognized by OLLA as evidence that the individual meets or exceeds OLLA requirements for a principal instructor:
1. Course completion certificates issued by the OLLA- or EPA-accredited training provider as evidence of meeting the training requirements.
2. Official academic transcripts or diploma, as evidence of meeting the education requirements.
3. Resumes, letters of reference from past employers, or documentation to evidence past experience, which includes dates (month/year) of employment, employer’s name, address, telephone number, and specific job duties, as evidence of meeting the experience requirements.

19 CSR 30-70.330 Requirements for a Training Provider of a Lead Inspector Training Course
PURPOSE: This rule delineates the curriculum requirements for a lead inspector training course.

(1) A training provider of a lead inspector training course must ensure that their lead inspector training course includes, at a minimum, sixteen (16) training hours of classroom training and eight (8) training hours of hands-on training.

(2) A lead inspector training course shall include, at a minimum, the following course topics. Requirements ending in an asterisk (*) indicate areas that require hands-on training as an integral component of the course.
(A) Role and responsibilities of an inspector;
(B) Background information on lead—history of lead use and sources of environmental lead contamination;
(C) Health effects of lead—how lead enters and affects the body; levels of concern; and symptoms, diagnosis and treatments;
(D) Regulatory background and overview of lead in applicable state and federal guidance or regulations pertaining to lead-bearing substances including: 40 CFR part 745; U.S. HUD Guidelines for the Evaluation and Control of Lead-Based Paint Hazards in Housing (and its most recent revisions), 29 CFR part 1910.1200; 29 CFR part 1926.62; Title X: Residential Lead-Based Paint Hazard Reduction Act of 1992;
(E) Sections 701.300 to 701.338, RSMo, Missouri regulations pertaining to lead licensure, and Missouri Work Practice Standards for Lead-Bearing Substances specific to lead inspection activities;
(F) Lead-based paint inspection methods, including selection of rooms and components for sampling or testing;*
(G) Pre-inspection planning and review including: developing a schematic site plan, determining inspection criteria and locations to collect samples in single and multi-family housing;*
(H) Paint, dust, and soil sampling methodologies including:*
1. Lead-based paint testing or X-ray fluorescence paint analyzer (XRF) use: types of XRF units and basic operation and interpretation of XRF results, including substrate correction;
2. Soil sample collection including soil sampling techniques, number and location of soil samples, and interpretation of soil sampling results; and
3. Dust sample collection techniques including number and location of wipe samples, and interpretation of test results;
(I) Quality control and assurance procedures in testing analysis;
(J) Legal liabilities and obligations;
(K) Clearance standards and testing, including random sampling;*
(L) Record keeping; and
(M) Preparation of the final inspection report.*


19 CSR 30-70.340 Requirements for a Training Provider of a Risk Assessor Training Course

PURPOSE: This rule delineates the curriculum requirements for a risk assessor training course.

(1) A training provider of a risk assessor training course must ensure that their risk assessor training course curriculum includes, at a minimum, twelve (12) training hours of classroom training and four (4) training hours of hands-on training.

(2) A lead risk assessor training course shall include, at a minimum, the following course topics. Requirements ending in an asterisk (*) indicate areas that require hands-on training as an integral component of the course.
(A) Role and responsibilities of a risk assessor;
(B) Collection of background information to perform a risk assessment, including information on the age and history of the housing and occupancy by children under six (6) years of age and women of child-bearing age;
(C) Sources of environmental lead contamination such as paint, surface dust and soil, water, air, packaging, and food;
(D) Visual inspection for the purposes of identifying potential sources of lead hazards;*
(E) Lead hazard screen protocol;*
(F) Full risk assessment protocol;
(G) Elevated blood lead level investigations;
(H) Sampling for other sources of lead exposure, including drinking water;*
(I) Interpretation of lead-based paint and other lead sampling results related to Missouri clearance standards;*
(J) Sections 701.300 to 701.338, RSMo, Missouri regulations pertaining to lead licensure, and Missouri Work Practice Standards for Lead-Bearing Substances specific to risk assessment activities;
(K) Development of hazard control options, the role of interim controls, and operations and maintenance activities to reduce lead-bearing substance hazards;
(L) Legal liabilities and obligations specific to a risk assessor; and
(M) Preparation of a final risk assessment report.*


19 CSR 30-70.350 Requirements for a Training Provider of a Lead Abatement Worker Training Course

PURPOSE: This rule delineates the curriculum requirements for a lead abatement worker training course.

(1) A training provider of a lead abatement worker training course must ensure that their lead abatement worker training course curriculum includes, at a minimum, sixteen (16) training hours of classroom training and eight (8) training hours of hands-on training.

(2) A lead abatement worker training course shall include, at a minimum, the following course topics. Requirements ending in an asterisk (*) indicate areas that require hands-on training as an integral component of the course—
(A) Role and responsibilities of an abatement worker;
(B) Background information on lead—history of lead use and sources of environmental lead contamination;
(C) Health effects of lead—how lead enters and affects the body; levels of concern; and symptoms, diagnosis and treatments;
(D) Regulatory background and overview of lead abatement and assessment activities;
(E) Lead abatement and lead hazard screen protocol;*
(F) Lead abatement and lead hazard recognition and control;*
(G) Preabatement set-up procedures, including prohibited practices;*
(H) Lead abatement and lead hazard reduction methods for residential and commercial buildings, and superstructures;*
(I) Sections 701.300 to 701.338, RSMo, Missouri regulations pertaining to lead licensure, Missouri Work Practice Standards for Lead-Bearing Substances specific to lead abatement activities;
(J) Interior dust abatement methods and cleanup techniques;*
(K) Soil and exterior dust abatement methods;*
(L) Waste disposal techniques.


19 CSR 30-70.360 Requirements for a Training Provider of a Lead Abatement Supervisor Training Course

PURPOSE: This rule delineates the curriculum requirements for a lead abatement supervisor training course.

(1) A training provider of a lead abatement supervisor training course must ensure that their lead abatement supervisor training course curriculum includes, at a minimum, twenty-eight (28) training hours of classroom training and twelve (12) training hours of hands-on training.

(2) A lead abatement supervisor training course shall include, at a minimum, the following course topics. Requirements ending in an asterisk (*) indicate areas that require hands-on training as an integral component of the course—
(A) Role and responsibilities of a supervisor;
(B) Background information on lead—history of lead use and sources of environmental lead contamination;

(C) Health effects of lead—how lead enters and affects the body, levels of concern, and symptoms, diagnosis and treatments;

(D) Regulatory background and overview of lead in applicable state and federal guidance or regulations pertaining to lead-bearing substances including: 40 CFR part 745; U.S. HUD Guidelines for the Evaluation and Control of Lead-Based Paint Hazards in Housing (and its most recent revisions), 29 CFR part 1910.1200; 29 CFR part 1926.62; Title X: Residential Lead-Based Paint Hazard Reduction Act of 1992;

(E) Liability and insurance issues relating to lead abatement;

(F) Cost estimation;*

(G) Risk assessment and inspection report interpretation;*

(H) Development and implementation of an occupant protection plan and preabatement work plan, including containment for residential and commercial buildings, and superstructures;*

(I) Community relations process;

(J) Lead hazard recognition and control;*

(K) Hazard recognition and control techniques: site characterization, exposure measurements, material identification, safety and health planning, medical surveillance, and engineering controls;

(L) Personal protective equipment information regarding respiratory equipment selection, air-purifying respirators, care and cleaning of respirators, respiratory program, protective clothing and equipment, and hygienic practices;*

(M) Lead abatement and lead hazard reduction methods, including prohibited practices, for residential and commercial buildings and superstructures;*

(N) Sections 701.300 to 701.338, RSMo, Missouri regulations pertaining to lead licensure, Missouri Work Practice Standards for Lead-Bearing Substances specific to lead abatement activities;

(O) Project management including supervisory techniques, contractor specifications; emergency response planning, and blueprint reading;*

(P) Interior dust abatement and cleanup techniques;*

(Q) Soil and exterior dust abatement methods;*

(R) Clearance standards and testing;

(S) Cleanup and waste disposal;

(T) Record keeping; and

(U) Preparation of an abatement report.*

19 CSR 30-70.370 Requirements for a Training Provider of a Project Designer Training Course

PURPOSE: This rule delineates the curriculum requirements for a project designer training course.

(1) A training provider of a project designer training course must ensure that their project designer training course curriculum includes, at a minimum, eight (8) training hours of classroom training.

(2) A project designer training course shall include, at a minimum, the following course topics:

(A) Role and responsibilities of a project designer;

(B) Development and implementation of an occupant protection plan for large-scale abatement projects;

(C) Lead abatement and lead hazard reduction methods, including prohibited practices, for large-scale abatement projects;

(D) Interior dust abatement/cleanup or lead hazard control and reduction methods for large-scale abatement projects;

(E) Soil and exterior dust abatement methods for large-scale abatement projects;

(F) Clearance standards and testing for large-scale abatement projects; and

(G) Integration of lead abatement methods with modernization and rehabilitation projects for large-scale abatement projects.


19 CSR 30-70.380 Requirements for the Accreditation of Refresher Courses

PURPOSE: This rule delineates the requirements for lead inspector, risk assessor, lead abatement worker, lead abatement supervisor and/or project designer refresher training courses.

(1) Application for Accreditation of a Training Provider for a Refresher Training Course. A training provider may seek accreditation to offer refresher courses in any occupation. To obtain the Office of Lead Licensing and Accreditation (OLLA) accreditation to offer refresher training, a training provider must meet the following minimum requirements:

(A) Each refresher course shall review the curriculum topics of the full-length courses listed under 19 CSR 30-70.330 through 19 CSR 30-70.370 as appropriate. In addition, training providers shall ensure that their courses of study include, at a minimum, the following:

1. An overview of current safety practices relating to lead-bearing substance activities in general, as well as specific information pertaining to the appropriate occupation;

2. Current laws and regulations relating to lead-bearing substance activities in general, as well as specific information pertaining to the appropriate occupation; and

3. Current technologies relating to lead-bearing substance activities in general, as well as specific information pertaining to the appropriate occupation;

(B) Each refresher course, except for the project designer course, shall last a minimum of eight (8) training hours. The project designer refresher course shall last a minimum of four (4) training hours;

(C) For each course offered, the training program shall conduct a hands-on assessment (if applicable); and

(D) For each refresher course offered, the training provider shall conduct a course exam at the completion of the course.

(2) A training provider may apply for accreditation of a refresher course concurrently with its application for accreditation of the corresponding training course as described in 19 CSR 30-70.320 as appropriate. If so, OLLA shall use the procedures and requirements described in 19 CSR 30-70.320 for accreditation of the refresher course and the corresponding training course.

(3) A training provider seeking accreditation to offer refresher courses only, shall submit a written application to OLLA. OLLA shall use the procedures and requirements described in 19 CSR 30-70.320 as appropriate. If so, OLLA shall use the procedures and requirements described in 19 CSR 30-70.320 for accreditation of the refresher course and the corresponding training course.

(A) Completed applications shall be mailed to the Missouri Department of Health, Attention: Fee Receipts, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.

(B) The application shall include the following:

1. Completed training course accreditation application form provided by OLLA which shall include:
A. The training provider’s name, address, and telephone number;
B. The name and date of birth of the training manager;
C. The name and date of birth of the principal instructor for each course;
D. A list of locations at which training will take place;
E. A list of courses for which the training provider is applying for accreditation; and
F. A statement signed by the training manager certifying that the information provided in the application for accreditation, and any additional information included with the application, is true and accurate to the best of the training manager’s knowledge and understanding, that the training provider will only conduct lead training in those occupations in which the training provider has received accreditation;
2. A copy of the student and instructor manuals;
3. Course agenda;
4. Course examination blueprint;
5. A copy of the quality control plan as described in 19 CSR 30-70.320(6)(D); and
6. A copy of a sample course completion certificate as described in paragraph 19 CSR 30-70.320(6)(G);
7. A description of the facilities and equipment to be used for lecture and hands-on training;
8. A check or money order for the non-refundable fee of two hundred fifty dollars ($250); provided, however, that training providers who are a state, federally recognized Indian tribe, local government or non-profit organization shall be exempt from payment of such fee; and
9. The training manager’s and principal instructor’s qualifications.

(4) The procedures for issuance or denial in 19 CSR 30-70.320(5), and the requirements for accreditation of a training provider for a training course in 19 CSR 30-70.320(6) through 19 CSR 30-70.320(8), shall apply to all training providers applying for the accreditation of refresher training courses.

(5) Application for Accreditation of a Training Provider for a Refresher Training Course Under Reciprocity. To obtain OLLA accreditation by reciprocity to offer refresher training in any occupation, a training provider shall submit a completed application to OLLA. Completed applications shall be mailed to the Missouri Department of Health, Attention: Fee Receipts, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.

(A) The application shall include the following:
1. Completed training course accreditation application form provided by OLLA which shall include:
   A. The training provider’s name, address, and telephone number;
   B. The name and date of birth of the training manager;
   C. The name and date of birth of the principal instructor for each course;
   D. A list of locations at which training will take place;
   E. A list of courses for which the training provider is applying for accreditation; and
   F. A statement signed by the training manager certifying that the information provided in the application for accreditation, and any additional information included with the application, is true and accurate to the best of the training manager’s knowledge and understanding, that the training provider will only conduct lead training in those occupations in which the training provider has received accreditation;
2. Course agenda;
3. Course examination blueprint;
4. A copy of the quality control plan as described in 19 CSR 30-70.320(6)(H);
5. A copy of a sample course completion certificate as described 19 CSR 30-70.320(6)(G); and
6. A description of the facilities and equipment to be used for lecture and hands-on training;
7. A check or money order for the non-refundable fee of two hundred fifty dollars ($250); provided, however, that training providers who are a state, federally recognized Indian tribe, local government or non-profit organization shall be exempt from payment of such fee; and
8. The training manager’s and principal instructor’s qualifications.

(B) The procedures for issuance or denial in 19 CSR 30-70.320(5), and the requirements for accreditation of a training provider for a training course in 19 CSR 30-70.320(6) through 19 CSR 30-70.320(8), shall apply to all training providers applying for accreditation by reciprocity of refresher training courses as applicable.

learn; and

(D) A check or money order made payable to the Missouri Department of Health for the nonrefundable fee of one thousand dollars ($1,000) for the training course and two hundred fifty dollars ($250) for the refresher training course; provided, however that training providers who are a state, federally recognized Indian tribe, local government or nonprofit organization shall be exempt from payment of such fee.

(4) The training provider shall comply with all requirements in 19 CSR 30-70.320 through 19 CSR 30-70.380, as applicable.

(5) If the training provider has allowed its accreditation to expire, and the provider desires to be accredited, it must reapply pursuant to 19 CSR 30-70.320.


19 CSR 30-70.400 Suspension, Revocation, and Restriction of Accredited Training Providers

**PURPOSE:** This rule provides the processes and reasons for suspension, revocation and restriction of an accredited training provider.

(1) The Office of Lead Licensing and Accreditation (OLLA) may restrict, suspend or revoke training provider accreditation if a training provider, training manager, or other person with supervisory authority over the training provider does any one or any combination of the following:

(A) Provides, offers to provide, or claims to provide OLLA-accredited training courses without such accreditation;

(B) Presents inaccurate information in a training course;

(C) Fails to submit required information or notifications to OLLA in a timely manner;

(D) Falsifies accreditation records, instructor qualifications, or other accreditation-related information or documentation;

(E) Fails to comply with the training standards and requirements in 19 CSR 30-70.320;

(F) Has history of citations or violations of existing local, state and federal regulations or standards;

(G) Has been convicted of a felony under any state or federal law or has entered a plea of guilty or nolo contendere in a criminal prosecution under the laws of any state or of the United States;

(H) Fails to comply with federal, state or local lead statutes or regulations;

(I) Makes false or misleading statements to OLLA in its application for accreditation or reaccreditation which OLLA relied upon in approving the application; or

(J) Final disciplinary action against a training provider by another state, territory, federal agency or country, whether or not voluntarily agreed to by the training provider, including, but not limited to, the denial of accreditation, surrender of the accreditation, allowing the accreditation to expire or lapse, or discontinuing or restricting the accreditation while subject to investigation or while actually under investigation by another state, territory, or federal agency or country.

(2) Prior to restricting, suspending, or revoking a training provider’s accreditation, a training provider shall be given written notice of the reasons for the restriction, suspension and/or revocation. The training provider may request a hearing by the department according to Chapter 536 of Administrative Procedures Act.


19 CSR 30-70.510 Standard of Professional Conduct

**PURPOSE:** This rule establishes a professional standard of conduct for licensed lead abatement workers, licensed lead abatement supervisors, licensed project designers, licensed lead inspectors, licensed risk assessors, licensed lead abatement contractors and training instructors and training managers of accredited lead training providers.

(1) In performing lead-bearing substance activities, licensees shall act with reasonable care and competence in applying the technical knowledge and skill as required by sections 701.300 through 701.338, RSMo, and 19 CSR 30-70.600 through 19 CSR 30-70.630 for the conduct of lead-bearing substance activities.

(2) In performing lead-bearing substance activities and training, licensees and accredited entities shall be cognizant that their primary responsibility is to conduct these activities safely, reliably, and effectively to protect human health and the environment. This shall not be compromised by any self-interest of the client, licensee or accredited entity.

(3) In performing lead-bearing substance activities and training, licensees and accredited entities shall not knowingly violate any local, state or federal laws. Licensees and accredited entities shall comply with state laws and regulations governing their practice.

(4) In instances where a licensee’s or an accredited entity’s professional judgment is overruled to the extent that it may endanger the health or welfare of the public or the environment, they shall notify their employer or client, the Office of Lead Licensing and Accreditation (OLLA), and/or other authority, as may be appropriate.

(5) Licensees and accredited entities shall not misrepresent or exaggerate the scope or the purpose for which they are licensed or accredited.

(6) Professional Responsibility.

(A) The licensee or accredited training provider shall, upon request or demand, produce to OLLA, or any of its representatives, any plan, document, book, record or copy thereof concerning a transaction covered by these regulations, and shall cooperate in the investigation of a complaint filed with OLLA.

(B) A licensee shall not use the design, plans or work of another person without that person’s knowledge and consent. After consent, the licensee shall conduct a thorough review to the extent that he or she assumes full responsibility for the use of such design, plan or work of the other person.

(7) Good Standing in Other Jurisdictions.

(A) Persons licensed to design lead abatement projects, supervise lead abatement projects, conduct lead inspections and/or lead risk assessments, perform lead abatement work and training providers accredited to provide lead training in other jurisdictions shall be in good standing in every jurisdiction where licensed, certified, or accredited and shall not have had a license, certification or accreditation suspended, revoked or surrendered in connection with a disciplinary action.

(B) Licensees and accredited lead training providers shall notify OLLA in writing no later than ten (10) days after the final disciplinary action taken by another jurisdiction.
Purposes, standards, and definitions for lead abatement and assessment licensing, training, and accreditation.

**19 CSR 30-70.520 Public Complaint Handling and Disposition Procedure**

**Purpose:** This rule establishes procedures for the handling and disposition of public complaints received by the Office of Lead Licensing and Accreditation concerning alleged violations of sections 701.300 through 701.338, RSMo.

1. Public complaints concerning alleged violations of sections 701.300 through 701.338, RSMo, shall be handled as follows:
   
   (A) Any person may make a complaint alleging acts or practices which may constitute a violation of any provision of sections 701.300 through 701.338, RSMo, or 19 CSR 30-70.600 through 19 CSR 30-70.630 with the Office of Lead Licensing and Accreditation (OLLA) based upon personal knowledge or upon information received from other sources. The complaint may be made against a licensed or unlicensed individual, against an accredited or non-accredited training provider or against an owner of a dwelling or child-occupied facility; and

   (B) Complaints may be oral or written. Written complaints shall be mailed to: Missouri Department of Health, Office of Lead Licensing and Accreditation, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.


---

**Acronyms to be used in the interpretation and enforcement of 19 CSR 30-70.600 through 19 CSR 30-70.640.**

1. Adequate quality control—a plan or design which ensures the authenticity, integrity, and accuracy of samples, including dust, soil, and paint chip or paint film samples. Adequate quality control also includes provisions for representative sampling.

2. Authorized personnel—licensed lead workers, licensed risk assessors, licensed lead supervisors, licensed lead contractors, licensed project designers, representatives of the department and any persons authorized by the department to enter regulated areas.

3. Bare soil area—any continuous three (3) square foot area or more of soil that has no or little plant growth or other covering, and that may be accessible to a child or may provide a source of airborne lead-bearing dust, including the sand in sandboxes.

4. Clearance level—values that indicate the maximum concentration of lead allowed in surface dust, soil or water following an abatement activity.

5. Common area—a portion of a building that is generally accessible to all occupants including, but not limited to, hallways, garages, laundry rooms, community centers, boundary fences, stairways, playgrounds and recreational rooms.

6. Component or building component—a specific design, structural element or fixture of a building, dwelling or child-occupied facility that can be distinguished from each other by form, function and location.

7. Containment—the structural system for protecting residents, the general public and the environment by controlling exposure to lead dust and debris created during a lead abatement project.

8. Critical barrier containment—two (2) or more layers of six (6)-mil poly, or thicker, sealed over the entrance into a work area to prevent lead dust and debris from migrating outside of a regulated area.

9. Disposal—the depositing or placing of lead-bearing components or a lead-bearing substance as waste.

10. Distinct painting history—the application history, as indicated by its visual appearance or a record of application, over time, of paint or other surface coatings to a component or room.

11. Documented methodologies—methods or protocols used to sample for the presence of lead in paint, dust, soil and water while incorporating adequate quality control.

12. Elevated blood lead level (EBL)—an excessive absorption of lead that is a confirmed concentration of lead in whole blood of greater than or equal to ten micrograms per deciliter (≥10 μg/dl) in persons under age eighteen (<18).

13. Emergency situation—any lead abatement project that results from a sudden, unexpected event which poses an immediate threat to human health or the environment.

14. EPA—United States Environmental Protection Agency.

15. Hazardous waste—any waste designated as hazardous by 10 CSR 25.4.261 and/or 40 CFR 261.

16. High efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter—a filter capable of removing particles of 0.3 microns or larger from air at 99.97 percent or greater efficiency.

17. HUD—United States Department of Housing and Urban Development.

18. HUD guidelines—the most recent version of the “Guidelines for the Evaluation and Control of Lead-Based Paint Hazards in Housing,” published by HUD.

19. Industrial lead abatement—a lead abatement project performed on a structure not defined as a dwelling or child-occupied facility which includes, but is not limited to, bridges, water towers, holding tanks and other superstructures. Industrial lead abatement does not include abatement of a de minimis surface area of less than fifty (50) square feet of a lead-bearing substance per lead abatement project.

20. Intact paint surface—any painted surface that is not chipped, chalked, peeled, flaked or otherwise separated from its substrate or that is not attached to a damaged substrate.

21. Lead hazard screen—a risk assessment activity that involves limited paint and dust sampling as described in 19 CSR 30-70.620(7).

22. Living area—any area of a residential dwelling used by one (1) or more children age six (6) and under, including, but not limited...
to, living rooms, kitchen areas, dens, play rooms and children’s bedrooms.

(23) Multi-family dwelling—a structure that contains more than one (1) separate residential dwelling unit, which is used or occupied, or intended to be used or occupied, in whole or in part, as the home or residence of one (1) or more persons.

(24) NLLAP—National Lead Laboratory Accreditation Program.

(25) OLLA—Missouri Department of Health Office of Lead Licensing and Accreditation, or subsequent designations of such office.

(26) Permanent—an activity that is designed to eliminate exposure to lead hazards for at least twenty (20) years, under typical conditions, from the date of application.

(27) Poly—polyethylene sheeting.


(29) Regulated area—an area where a lead-bearing substance activity is being conducted.

(30) Room equivalent—an identifiable part of a residence, such as a room, a house exterior, a foyer, staircase, hallway or an exterior area (i.e., play areas, painted swing sets, painted sandboxes, etc.).

(31) Structural integrity—a professional judgment as to the condition of a substrate, component or structure itself.

(32) Substrate—a surface to which a surface coating has been or may be applied. Examples of substrates are wood, metal, plaster, gypsum, concrete and brick.

(33) Surface coating integrity—a professional judgment as to whether a surface coating is cracked, chipped, peeling, blistering, flaking or otherwise deteriorated in any way.

(34) Surface coatings—include, but are not limited to, paints, stains, lacquers, varnishes and shellacs.

(35) Target housing—a dwelling built prior to 1978.

(36) Testing combination—a unique combination of a room equivalent, building component type and substrate.

(37) TSCA—Toxic Substances Control Act.
Chapter 70—Lead Abatement and Assessment Licensing, Training Accreditation

19 CSR 30-70.620 Work Practice Standards for a Lead Risk Assessment

PURPOSE: This rule delineates the standards to be followed by licensed risk assessors to conduct risk assessments in target housing and child-occupied facilities in accordance with standards set forth in sections 701.300 through 701.338, RSMo, and 19 CSR 30-70.600 through 19 CSR 30-70.630.

(1) Licensure. All persons conducting risk assessments shall be licensed by the Office of Lead Licensing and Accreditation (OLLA) as set forth in sections 701.300 through 701.338, RSMo, and 19 CSR 30-70.110 through 19 CSR 30-70.200. Licensed risk assessors must present, upon request, proof of licensure in the form of the photo identification badges issued by OLLA.

(2) Conflict of Interest. OLLA recommends that licensed risk assessors conducting risk assessments for dwellings or child-occupied facilities should avoid potential conflicts of interest by not being contracted, subcontracted, or employed by a lead abatement contractor performing abatement activities on the same lead abatement project.

(3) Documented Methodologies for Conducting Risk Assessments.

(A) Licensed risk assessors shall use the following documented methodologies as referenced in this regulation for conducting risk assessments:

1. The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) publication entitled, “Guidelines for the Evaluation and Control of Lead-Based Paint Hazards in Housing” (HUD Guidelines); and

2. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) publications entitled, “EPA Lead-Based Paint Risk Assessment Model Curriculum” (EPA Model Training); “Guidance on Residential Lead-Based Paint, Lead-Contaminated Dust and Lead-Contaminated Soil”; and “Residential Sampling for Lead: Protocols for Dust and Soil Sampling.”

(B) Where a conflict exists between any of the aforementioned methodologies and any federal or state statute or regulation, or any city or county ordinance, the most stringent of these shall be adhered to by the licensed risk assessor.

(4) Collection and Laboratory Analysis of Samples. Any paint chip, dust, or soil samples collected pursuant to these work practice standards shall be—

(A) Collected by persons licensed by OLLA as a lead inspector or risk assessor; and

(B) Analyzed by a laboratory recognized by EPA pursuant to section 405(b) of Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) as being capable of performing analyses for lead compounds in paint chip, dust, and soil samples.

(5) Sample Forms and Questionnaires. Sample forms and questionnaires may be found within the documented methodologies referenced in section (3) of this regulation. These samples may be used as a guide by Missouri licensed risk assessors.

(6) Lead Risk Assessment.

(A) A visual inspection for risk assessment of the dwelling or child-occupied facility shall be conducted to locate the existence of deteriorated lead-bearing substances, assess the extent and causes of the deterioration, and other potential lead hazards.

(B) Background information regarding the physical characteristics of the dwelling or child-occupied facility and occupant use patterns that may cause lead-bearing substance exposure to one (1) or more children age six (6) years and under shall be collected.

(C) Each surface with deteriorated lead-bearing surface coatings, which is determined using documented methodologies referenced in section (3) of this regulation, and a distinct painting history, shall be tested for the presence of lead. Each other surface determined, using documented methodologies, to be a potential lead hazard and having a distinct painting history, shall also be tested for the presence of lead.

(D) In dwellings, dust samples (either composite or single-surface samples) from the window troughs, sills, and floors near friction or impact spots or in areas with deteriorated surface coatings shall be collected in all living areas where one (1) or more children age six (6) and under is most likely to come into contact with dust (i.e., children’s playroom, kitchen, bedrooms, and bathrooms).

(E) For multi-family dwellings and child-occupied facilities, the samples required in subsection (6)(D) shall be taken. In addition, window and floor samples shall be collected in the following locations:

1. Common areas adjacent to the sampled residential dwelling or child-occupied facility; and

2. Other common areas in the building where the risk assessor determines that one...
(1) or more children age six (6) and under is likely to come into contact with dust.

(F) For child-occupied facilities, window and floor dust samples (either composite or single-surface samples) shall be collected in each room, hallway, or stairwell utilized by one (1) or more children age six (6) and under and in other common areas in the child-occupied facility where the risk assessor determines that one (1) or more children age six (6) and under is likely to come into contact with dust.

(G) Soil samples shall be collected and analyzed for lead concentrations in exterior play areas where bare soil is present and at dripline/foundation areas where bare soil is present.

(H) Any paint, dust, or soil sampling or testing shall be conducted using the documented methodologies referenced in section (3) of this regulation.

(I) The risk assessor shall prepare a risk assessment report as described in section (11) of this regulation.

(7) Lead Hazard Screen Risk Assessments.

(A) Background information regarding the physical characteristics of the dwelling or child-occupied facility and occupant use patterns that may cause lead-bearing substance exposure to one (1) or more children age six (6) years and under shall be collected.

(B) A visual inspection of the dwelling or child-occupied facility shall be conducted to—

1. Determine if any deteriorated lead-bearing substance is present; and
2. Locate at least two (2) dust sampling locations.

(C) If deteriorated paint is present, each surface with deteriorated paint and a distinct painting history shall be tested for the presence of lead.

(D) In dwellings, two (2) composite dust samples shall be collected, one from the floors and the other from the windows in rooms, hallways, or stairwells where one (1) or more children age six (6) and under is most likely to come in contact with dust.

(E) In multi-family dwellings and child-occupied facilities, in addition to the floor and window samples required in (7)(D), the risk assessor shall also collect composite dust samples from common areas where one (1) or more children age six (6) and under is most likely to come in contact with dust.

(F) Dust, paint, and soil sampling shall be conducted using the documented methodologies referenced in section (3) of this regulation.

(G) The risk assessor shall prepare a risk assessment report as required in section (11) of this regulation.

(8) Elevated Blood Lead Level (EBL) Investigation Risk Assessments.

(A) The risk assessor shall have the parents or guardians of the EBL child fill out a questionnaire (see HUD guidelines Table 16.2) prior to sampling. Environmental testing should be linked to the child’s history and may include a prior resident or other areas frequented by the child.

(B) Background information regarding the physical characteristics of the dwelling or child-occupied facility and occupant use patterns that may cause lead-bearing substance exposure to one (1) or more children age six (6) years and under shall be collected.

(C) Each surface on the dwelling itself, furniture, or play structures frequented by the child that has deteriorated surface coatings shall be tested for the presence of lead.

(D) Each chewable, impact, and friction surface shall be tested for the presence of lead-bearing substances.

(E) Dust samples from areas frequented by the child, including play areas, porches, kitchens, bedrooms, and living and dining rooms shall be collected. Dust samples shall also be collected from automobiles, work shoes, and laundry rooms if occupational lead exposure is a possibility.

(F) Soil samples shall be collected from bare soil areas of play areas, areas near the foundation of the house, and areas from the yard. If the child spends significant time at a park or other public play area, samples should be collected from these areas, unless the area has already been sampled and documented.

(G) If necessary, water samples of the first-drawn water from the tap most commonly used for drinking water, infant formula, or food preparation shall be collected.

(H) All paint, dust, or soil collection and testing shall be conducted using the documented methodologies referenced in section (3) of this regulation.

(I) The risk assessor shall prepare a risk assessment report as required in section (11) of this regulation.

(9) Composite Dust Sampling. Composite dust sampling may only be conducted in the situations specified in sections (6) and (7) of this regulation. If such sampling is conducted, the following conditions shall apply:

(A) Composite dust samples shall consist of at least two (2) samples;

(B) Every component that is being tested shall be included in the sampling; and

(C) Composite dust samples shall not consist of subsamples from more than one (1) type of component.

(10) Sampling Results. Analytical sampling results which are received as a result of having conducted a risk assessment, an EBL investigation risk assessment, or lead hazard screen risk assessment shall be interpreted in accordance with the following for the matrices indicated:

(A) Paint. A paint chip sample which has a lead concentration that exceeds the values indicated below is considered to be a lead-bearing substance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Lead Concentration (μg/ft²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XRF</td>
<td>1.0 milligrams per square centimeter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory</td>
<td>1.0 mg/cm² or 0.5% by weight (or 5,000 parts per million (PPM))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(B) Dust. A dust sample which has a lead concentration that exceeds the values indicated below is considered to be a lead-bearing substance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Lead Concentration (μg/ft²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interior Floors</td>
<td>10 micrograms per square foot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porch Floors</td>
<td>40 micrograms per square foot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior Window Sills</td>
<td>100 micrograms per square foot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window Troughs</td>
<td>100 micrograms per square foot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(C) Soil. A soil sample which has a lead concentration that exceeds the values indicated below is considered to be a lead-bearing substance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Lead Concentration (μg/ft²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bare soil areas</td>
<td>400 PPM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bare soil areas</td>
<td>2,000 PPM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(D) Water. A water sample which has a lead concentration that exceeds the value indicated below is considered to be a lead-bearing substance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Lead Concentration (μg/L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>15 parts per billion (PPB) or 15 μg/L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(11) Reporting and Documentation. The licensed risk assessor shall prepare a risk assessment report which shall include the following information:

(A) Date of risk assessment;

(B) Address of each dwelling or child-occupied facility;

(C) Date dwelling or child-occupied facility was constructed;

(D) Apartment number, if applicable;

(E) Name, address, and telephone number of each owner of each dwelling or child-occupied facility;

(F) Name, signature, and license number of the licensed risk assessor conducting the
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(G) Name, address, and telephone number of the firm employing each licensed risk assessor, if applicable;

(H) Name, address, and telephone number of each recognized laboratory conducting analysis of collected samples;

(I) Results of the visual inspection;

(J) Testing method and sampling procedure for paint analysis employed;

(K) Specific locations of each painted component tested for the presence of lead;

(L) All data collected from on-site testing, including quality control data;

(M) X-ray fluorescence (XRF) results, including the following (if applicable):

1. XRF manufacturer and model;

2. Serial number of XRF device used during the inspection;

3. Calibration verification from the beginning and end of each residential unit;

4. A copy of the XRF device user’s certificate of training provided by the equipment manufacturer;

5. License or registration number of the XRF instrument;

6. A summary that categorizes the XRF results into one (1) of three (3) categories: positive, negative, or inconclusive; and

7. Recommendations for addressing inconclusive XRF results;

(N) All results of laboratory analysis on collected paint, soil, and dust samples and the name of each accredited laboratory that conducted the analysis;

(O) Any other sampling results;

(P) Any background information collected pursuant to subsections (6)(B), (7)(A), and (8)(B) of this regulation;

(Q) To the extent that they are used as part of the lead-based paint hazard determination, the results of any previous inspections or analyses for the presence of lead-based paint, or any other assessments of lead-bearing substance hazards;

(R) A description of the location, type, and severity of identified lead-bearing substance hazard and any other potential lead hazards; and

(S) A description of interim controls and/or abatement options for each identified lead hazard and a suggested prioritization for addressing each hazard. If the use of an encapsulant or enclosure is recommended, the report shall recommend a maintenance and monitoring schedule for the encapsulant or enclosure.

(12) Time Frame for Submission of Reports. The risk assessment report shall be provided to the owner of the property within twenty (20) business days of risk assessment completion.

(13) Report Records Retention. All risk assessment reports shall be kept and maintained by the risk assessor who prepared the report for no fewer than three (3) years. The licensed risk assessor shall make copies of risk assessment reports available to OLLA upon request.


19 CSR 30-70.630 Lead Abatement Work Practice Standards

PURPOSE: This rule delineates the criteria for conducting lead abatement projects in target housing and child-occupied facilities in accordance with standards set forth in sections 701.300 through 701.338, RSMo, and 19 CSR 30-70.600 through 19 CSR 30-70.630.

(1) Licensure. All persons conducting lead abatement shall be licensed as set forth in sections 701.300 through 701.338, RSMo, and 19 CSR 30-70.110 through 19 CSR 30-70.200. Licensed lead abatement professionals must present, upon request, proof of licensure in the form of the photo identification badge issued by the Office of Lead Licensing and Accreditation (OLLA).

(2) Conflict of Interest. OLLA recommends that any person or firm conducting a lead abatement project should avoid potential conflicts of interest by not providing clearance or any city or county ordinance, the most stringent of these shall be adhered to by licensed lead abatement workers and supervisors.

(4) Notification. Any person or lead abatement contractor conducting a lead abatement project in target housing or in any child-occupied facility shall submit a notification to the department at least ten (10) business days prior to the onset of the lead abatement project.

(A) The notification shall be mailed with a check or money order made payable to the Missouri Department of Health for the non-refundable fee of twenty-five dollars ($25) to the Missouri Department of Health, Attention: Fee Receipts, PO Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.

(B) The notification form provided by the department shall include the following:

1. The street address, city, state, zip code, and county of each location where lead abatement will occur;

2. The name, address, and telephone number of the property owner;

3. An indication of the type of structure being abated (i.e., single-family or multifamily dwelling and/or child-occupied facility);

4. The date of the onset of the abatement project;

5. The estimated completion date of the abatement project;

6. The work days and hours of operation that the abatement project will be conducted;

7. The name, address, telephone number, and license number of the lead abatement contractor;

8. The name and license number of each lead abatement supervisor;

9. The name and license number of each lead abatement worker;

10. The type(s) of abatement strategy(ies) that will be utilized (i.e., encapsulation, replacement, and/or removal); and

11. The signature of each lead abatement supervisor which certifies that all information
provided in the project notification is complete and true to the best of the supervisor’s knowledge.

(5) Emergency Notification. If the lead abatement contractor is unable to comply with the ten- (10-) day notification period in the event of an emergency situation as defined in 19 CSR 30-70.600, the lead abatement contractor shall—

(A) Notify OLLA by telephone, facsimile, or electronic mail within twenty-four (24) hours of the onset of the lead abatement project; and

(B) Submit the written notification and notification fee as prescribed in section (4) of this regulation no more than five (5) business days after the onset of the lead abatement project.

(6) Renotification. A renotification shall be submitted to OLLA at least twenty-four (24) hours prior to any changes from the original project notification.

(A) A renotification form shall be mailed to the Missouri Department of Health, Office of Lead Licensing and Accreditation, PO Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.

(B) The renotification form provided by the department shall include the following:

1. The street address, city, state, zip code, and county of each location where abatement will occur;
2. The name, address, and telephone number of the property owner;
3. An indication of the type of structure being abated (i.e., single-family or multi-family dwelling and/or child-occupied facility);
4. The name, address, telephone number, and license number of the lead abatement contractor;
5. A list of changes to the original notification which may include the following:
   A. The date of the onset of the abatement project;
   B. The estimated completion date of the abatement project;
   C. The work days and hours of operation that the abatement project will be conducted;
   D. The name, address, telephone number, and license number of the lead abatement contractor;
   E. The name and license number of each lead abatement supervisor;
   F. The name and license number of each lead abatement worker; and
   G. The type(s) of abatement strategy(ies) that will be utilized (i.e., encapsulation, replacement, and/or removal); and
6. The signature of the lead abatement supervisor which certifies that all information provided in the project renotification is complete and true to the best of the supervisor’s knowledge.

(7) Occupant Protection Plan.

(A) General Scope. Occupants of dwelling units undergoing lead abatement activities shall be protected from exposure to lead hazards while lead abatement work is being performed. If occupants remain in the dwelling during a lead abatement project, the lead abatement supervisor shall ensure that occupants have safe, uncontaminated access to nonregulated areas. To ensure occupant safety, a written occupant protection plan shall be developed for all abatement projects. The occupant protection plan shall describe the measures and management procedures that will be taken during the abatement to protect the building occupants from exposure to any lead hazards. The purpose of occupant protection planning is to—

1. Evaluate the necessity of removing occupants from the residence during lead abatement activities;
2. Prevent uncontrolled release of dust and debris beyond the abatement work area;
3. Prevent entry of unlicensed individuals into the regulated area; and
4. Ensure that clearance levels have been met prior to reoccupation by building residents.

(B) The occupant protection plan shall meet the following requirements:

1. Be unique to each lead abatement project;
2. Be developed and implemented prior to commencement of the lead abatement project;
3. Describe the work practices and strategies that will be taken during the lead abatement project to protect the building occupants from exposure to any lead hazards;
4. Be written by the licensed lead abatement supervisor responsible for the project;
5. Include the results of any lead inspections or risk assessments completed prior to the commencement of the lead abatement project;
6. The occupant protection plan shall be provided to an adult occupant of each dwelling or dwelling unit being abated, and the property owner, or property owner’s designated representative, prior to the commencement of the lead abatement project; and
7. The occupant protection plan shall be submitted to OLLA with the lead abatement project notification.

(8) Post-Abatement Project Report. A post-abatement project report shall be prepared by a licensed lead abatement supervisor or licensed project designer and shall be provided to the property owner within twenty (20) business days of the abatement project completion. The licensed supervisor or project designer shall make copies of the report available to OLLA upon request. The report shall include the following information:

(A) The project location and address;
(B) The actual start and completion dates of the abatement project;
(C) The name, address, telephone number, and license number of the contractor conducting the lead abatement project;
(D) The name and license number of each lead abatement supervisor and/or project designer;
(E) The name and license number of each lead abatement worker;
(F) The name and license number of each lead inspector or risk assessor responsible for clearance testing;
(G) The date and the results of clearance testing, and the name of each National Lead Laboratory Accreditation Program (NLLAP)-accredited laboratory that conducted the analyses; and

(H) A detailed written description of the lead abatement project, including abatement methods used, locations of rooms and/or components where abatement occurred, reason for selecting particular abatement methods for each component, and any suggested monitoring of encapsulant or enclosure.

(9) Lead Abatement Project Requirements.

(A) General.

1. A licensed lead abatement supervisor is required for each abatement project and shall be on-site during all work site preparation and during the post-abatement cleanup of work areas. At all other times when abatement activities are being conducted, the licensed supervisor shall be on-site or available by telephone, pager, or answering machine and able to be present at the work site in no more than two (2) hours.

2. The lead abatement supervisor, as well as the lead abatement contractor employing that lead abatement supervisor, shall ensure that all abatement project activities are conducted according to the requirements of these work practice standards for conducting lead-bearing substance activities (19 CSR 30-70.600 through 19 CSR 30-70.630) and all federal, state, and local laws, regulations, or ordinances pertaining to lead-bearing substance activities.

3. The lead abatement supervisor shall have on-site a list of all licensed lead abatement workers, which shall include their
names and license numbers, working on the current project.

4. All abatement project activities shall be performed by persons currently licensed by OLLA as lead abatement workers and/or lead abatement supervisors. These people shall present, upon request, proof of license in the form of the photo identification badge issued by OLLA.

5. A written occupant protection plan shall be developed prior to all abatement projects according to section (7) of this regulation.

6. Access to the regulated area shall be limited to OLLA-licensed lead professionals or department-authorized persons.

7. All waste generated from a lead-based paint abatement project shall be disposed of in accordance with the requirements of Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Missouri Department of Natural Resources, and any other applicable federal, state, and local laws.

(B) Prohibited Lead Abatement Project Strategies. The following lead abatement project strategies are prohibited:

1. Open-flame burning or torching of lead-bearing substances;
2. Machine sanding or grinding or abrasive blasting or sandblasting of lead-bearing substances without containment and high efficiency particulate air (HEPA)-vacuum exhaust control;
3. Hydroblasting or pressurized water washing of lead-bearing substances without containment and water collection and filtering;
4. Heat guns operating above one thousand one hundred degrees Fahrenheit (1,100 °F);
5. Methylene chloride based chemical strippers;
6. Solvents that have flashpoints below one hundred forty degrees Fahrenheit (140 °F);
7. Dry scraping strategies unless in conjunction with heat guns or around electrical outlets or when treating defective paint spots totaling no more than two (2) square feet in any one room, hallway, or stairwell or totaling no more than twenty (20) square feet on exterior surfaces;
8. Enclosure strategies where the barrier is not warranted by the manufacturer to last at least twenty (20) years under normal conditions, or where the primary barrier is not a solid barrier; and
9. Encapsulation strategies where the encapsulant is not warranted by the manufacturer to last at least twenty (20) years under normal conditions, or where the encapsulant has been improperly applied.

(C) Permissible Lead Abatement Project Strategies. Strategies that are permissible for lead abatement projects are as follows: replacement, enclosure, encapsulation, or removal. Any abatement strategy not specified herein shall be submitted to the Missouri Department of Health, Office of Lead Licensing and Accreditation, PO Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570 for evaluation and approval prior to use.

1. Replacement.
   A. Non-window component replacement. When conducting non-window component replacement, these minimum requirements shall be met—

   (I) The site shall be prepared by first establishing a regulated area using fencing, barrier tape, or other appropriate barriers. The regulated area shall be defined to prevent unlicensed and/or unauthorized personnel from approaching closer than twenty feet (20') to the replacement operation;

   (II) Signs shall be posted at all entrances to the regulated area, and shall include the words “WARNING: LEAD AREA, POISON-NO SMOKING OR EATING” in bold lettering not smaller than two (2") inches tall with additional language prohibiting entrance to the regulated area by unauthorized personnel;

   (III) Any heating and cooling systems within the regulated area shall be shut down and the vents sealed with six- (6-) mil poly to prevent lead dust accumulation within the system;

   (IV) All items shall be cleaned within the regulated area by HEPA vacuuming and/or wet wiping with a cleaning solution. Items shall then be removed from the area, or covered with six- (6-) mil poly and sealed with duct tape;

   (V) At least one layer of six- (6-) mil poly, or thicker, shall be placed on the floor at the base of the component and extend at least ten feet (10') beyond the perimeter of the component to be replaced;

   (VI) The component, and the area immediately adjacent to the component, shall be thoroughly wetted using a garden sprayer, airless mister, or other appropriate means to reduce airborne dust;

   (VII) After removal of the component, the surface behind the removed component shall be thoroughly wetted to reduce airborne dust;

   (VIII) The component shall be wrapped or bagged completely in six- (6-) mil poly and sealed with duct tape to prevent loss of debris or dust; and

   (IX) Prior to installing a new component, the area of replacement shall be cleaned by HEPA vacuuming. After replacement is complete, the regulated area shall be cleaned by vacuuming with a HEPA vacuum, wiping down all surfaces with a cleaning solution, rinsing all surfaces, and then HEPA vacuuming the area again.

B. Window replacement. When conducting window replacement, these minimum requirements shall be met—

   (I) The site shall be prepared by first establishing a regulated area using fencing, barrier tape, or other appropriate barriers. The regulated area shall be defined to prevent unlicensed and/or unauthorized personnel from approaching closer than twenty feet (20') to the replacement operation;

   (II) Signs shall be posted at all entrances to the regulated area, and shall include the words “WARNING: LEAD AREA, POISON-NO SMOKING OR EATING” in bold lettering not smaller than two (2") inches tall with additional language prohibiting entrance to the regulated area by unauthorized personnel;

   (III) If replacing window from the inside—

      (a) Critical barrier containment shall be established covering the window on the exterior;

      (b) A perimeter of five feet (5') shall be established extending from the base of the interior window to be replaced;

      (c) Items within the perimeter shall be removed. Items too large to remove shall be covered with poly sheeting and sealed with duct tape and left in the perimeter;

      (d) At least one layer of six- (6-) mil poly, or thicker, shall be placed on the ground and extend five feet (5') out from the base of the window;

      (IV) If replacing window from the exterior—

         (a) Critical barrier containment shall be established covering the window on the interior;

         (b) A perimeter of five feet (5') shall be established extending from the base of the exterior window to be replaced;

         (c) Items within the perimeter shall be removed. Items too large to remove shall be covered with poly sheeting and sealed with duct tape and.

         (d) At least one layer of six- (6-) mil poly, or thicker, shall be placed on the ground and extend five feet (5') out from the base of the window ensuring that all ground plants and shrubs in the perimeter are covered;

         (V) The component, and the area
immediately adjacent to the component, shall be thoroughly wetted using a garden sprayer, airless mister, or other appropriate means to reduce airborne dust;

(VI) After removal of the component, the surface behind the removed component shall be thoroughly wetted to reduce airborne dust;

(VII) The component shall be wrapped or bagged completely in six- (6-) mil poly and sealed with duct tape to prevent loss of debris or dust; and

(VIII) Prior to installing a new component, the area of replacement shall be cleaned by HEPA vacuuming. After replacement is complete, the regulated area shall be cleaned by vacuuming with a HEPA vacuum, wiping down all surfaces with a cleaning solution, rinsing all surfaces, and then HEPA vacuuming the area again.

2. Enclosure. When conducting a lead abatement project using the enclosure strategy, these minimum requirements shall be met—

A. The site shall be prepared by first establishing a regulated area using fencing, barrier tape, or other appropriate barriers. The regulated area shall be defined to prevent unlicensed and/or unauthorized personnel from approaching closer than twenty feet (20') to the enclosure operation;

B. Signs shall be posted at all entrances to the regulated area, and shall include the words “WARNING: LEAD AREA, POISON-NO SMOKING OR EATING” in bold lettering not smaller than two inches (2") tall with additional language prohibiting entrance to the regulated area by unauthorized personnel;

C. Any heating and cooling systems within the regulated area shall be shut down and the vents sealed with six- (6-) mil poly to prevent lead dust accumulation within the system;

D. All items shall be cleaned within the regulated area by HEPA vacuuming and/or wet wiping with a cleaning solution. Items shall then be removed from the area or covered with six- (6-) mil poly and sealed with duct tape;

E. At least one layer of six- (6-) mil, or thicker, poly shall be placed on the floor at the base of the component and extend at least ten feet (10') beyond the perimeter of the component to be enclosed;

F. The surface to be enclosed shall be labeled (behind the enclosure), horizontally and vertically, approximately every two feet (2') with a warning, “Danger: Lead-Based Paint,” in permanent ink;

G. The enclosure material shall be applied directly onto the painted surface, or a frame shall be constructed of wood or metal, using nails, staples, or screws. Glue may be used in conjunction with the aforementioned fasteners, but not alone;

H. The material used for the enclosure barrier shall be solid and rigid enough to provide adequate protection. Materials including, but not limited to, wall papers, contact paper, films, folding walls, and drapes do not meet this requirement;

I. Enclosure systems and their adhesives shall be designed to last at least twenty (20) years;

J. The substrate or building structure to which the enclosure is fastened shall be sufficient structurally to support the enclosure barrier for at least twenty (20) years. Deterioration such as mildew, water damage, dry rot, termite damage, or any significant structural damage may impair the enclosure from remaining dust tight;

K. Preformed steel, aluminum, vinyl, or other construction material may be used for window frames, exterior siding, trim casings, column enclosures, moldings, or other similar components if they can be sealed dust tight;

L. A material equivalent to one-fourth inch (1/4") rubber or vinyl may be used to enclose stairs;

M. The seams, edges, and fastener holes shall be sealed with caulk or other sealant, providing a dust-tight system;

N. All equipment used in the regulated area shall be thoroughly cleaned with a cleaning solution and/or vacuumed with a HEPA vacuum prior to removal from the regulated area;

O. Prior to clearance, the installed enclosure and surrounding regulated area shall be cleaned by vacuuming with a HEPA vacuum, wiping down all surfaces with a cleaning solution, rinsing all surfaces, and then HEPA vacuuming the area again. Cleaning shall begin at the end of the work area farthest from the main entrance to the area and from the top to the bottom of the regulated area; and

P. It is recommended that a visual evaluation of the enclosure’s integrity be conducted and documented by the building owner or the building owner’s representative at least every year or immediately after any fire, water, or structural damage. In child-occupied facilities, it is recommended that a licensed risk assessor inspect all enclosures every three (3) years, or whenever the owner’s visual evaluation indicates a potential for increased lead hazard exposure.

3. Encapsulation.

A. The encapsulation strategy of lead abatement shall not be used on the following:

(I) Friction surfaces—such as window sashes and parting beads, door jambs and hinges, floors, and door thresholds;

(II) Deteriorated components—including rotten wood, rusted metal, spalled or cracked plaster, or loose masonry;

(III) Impact surfaces, such as door stops, window wells, and headers;

(IV) Deteriorated surface coatings such that the adhesion or cohesion of the surface coating is uncertain or indeterminable; and

(V) Incompatible coatings.

B. When conducting a lead abatement project using the encapsulation strategy, these minimum requirements shall be met—

(I) Encapsulant selection shall be limited to those that are warranted by the manufacturer to last for at least twenty (20) years and comply with fire, health, and environmental regulations;

(II) Surfaces to be encapsulated shall have sound structural integrity with no loose, chipping, peeling, or chalking paint and no dust accumulation that cannot be cleaned, and shall be prepared and applied according to the manufacturer’s recommendations;

(III) The site shall be prepared by first establishing a regulated area using fencing, barrier tape, or other appropriate barriers. The regulated area shall be designated to prevent unlicensed and/or unauthorized personnel from approaching closer than twenty feet (20’) to the encapsulation operation;

(IV) Signs shall be posted at all entrances to the regulated area, and shall include the words “WARNING: LEAD AREA, POISON-NO SMOKING OR EATING” in bold lettering not smaller than two inches (2") tall with additional language prohibiting entrance to the regulated area by unauthorized personnel;

(V) Any heating and cooling systems within the regulated area shall be shut down and the vents sealed with six- (6-) mil poly to prevent lead dust accumulation within the system;

(VI) All items shall be cleaned within the regulated area by HEPA vacuuming and/or wet wiping with a cleaning solution. Items shall then be removed from the area, or covered with six- (6-) mil poly sheeting and sealed with duct tape;

(VII) At least one layer of six- (6-) mil, or thicker, poly shall be placed on the ground at the base of the component and extend at least ten feet (10') beyond the perimeter of the component to be encapsulat-
A. Acceptable removal strategies include:
(I) Manual wet strategies—Manual wet scraping or manual wet sanding is acceptable for removal of lead surface coatings;

(II) Mechanical removal strategies—Power tools that are HEPA-shrouded or locally exhausted are acceptable removal strategies for lead surface coatings. HEPA-shrouded or exhausted mechanical abrasion devices such as Sanders, saws, drills, rotopleens, vacuum blasters, and needle guns are acceptable;

(III) Chemical removal strategies—Chemical strippers shall be used in compliance with manufacturer’s recommendations; and

(IV) Soil abatement—When soil abatement is conducted, the lead-bearing soil shall be removed, tilled, or permanently covered in place as indicated in the following subparts:

(a) Removed soil shall be replaced with fill material containing no more than one hundred parts per million (100 ppm) of total lead. If the fill material exceeds one hundred (100) ppm total lead, the fill material will be acceptable only if the lead solubility is less than five (5) ppm. Soil that is removed shall not be reused as topsoil in another residential yard or child-occupied facility;

(b) If tilling is selected, soil in a child-accessible area shall be tilled to a depth which results in no more than four hundred (400) ppm total lead of the homogenized soil, or other concentrations approved by the department. Soil in an area not accessible to children shall be tilled to a depth which results in no more than two thousand (2,000) ppm total lead of the homogenized soil or other concentrations approved by the department;

(c) Permanent soil coverings include solid materials such as pavement or concrete, which separate the soil from human contact. Grass, mulch, and other landscaping materials are not considered permanent soil covering; and

(d) Soil abatement shall be conducted to prevent lead contaminated soil from being blown from the site and/or from being carried away by water run-off or through percolation to groundwater.

B. Interior removal. When conducting a lead abatement project using the removal strategy on interior surfaces, these minimum requirements shall be met—

(I) The site shall be prepared by first establishing a regulated area using fencing, barrier tape, or other appropriate barriers. The regulated area shall be defined to prevent unlicensed and/or unauthorized personnel approaching closer than twenty feet (20’) to the removal operation;

(II) Signs shall be posted at all entrances to the regulated area, and shall include the words “WARNING: LEAD AREA, POISON-NO SMOKING OR EATING” in bold lettering not smaller than two inches (2”) tall with additional language prohibiting entrance to the regulated area by unauthorized personnel;

(III) Any heating and cooling systems within the regulated area shall be shut down and the vents sealed with six- (6-) mil poly tape to prevent lead dust accumulation within the system;

(IV) All items within the regulated area shall be cleaned by HEPA vacuuming and/or wet wiping with a cleaning solution. Items shall then be removed from the area, or covered with six- (6-) mil poly and sealed with duct tape;

(V) All windows below and within the regulated area shall be closed;

(VI) Critical barrier containment shall be constructed;

(VII) At least two (2) layers of six- (6-) mil, or thicker, poly shall be placed on the floor at the base of the component and extend at least ten feet (10’) beyond the perimeter of the component being abated (removal by the chemical strategy may require chemical resistant floor cover; follow manufacturer’s recommendations);

(VIII) All equipment used in the regulated area shall be thoroughly cleaned with a cleaning solution and/or vacuumed with a HEPA vacuum prior to removal from the regulated area;

(IX) At the end of each work shift, the top layer of six- (6-) mil poly shall be removed and used to wrap and contain the debris generated by the shift. The six- (6-) mil poly shall then be sealed with duct tape and kept in a secured area until final disposal. The second layer of six- (6-) mil poly shall be HEPA vacuumed, left in place and used during the next shift. A single layer of six- (6-) mil poly shall be placed on this remaining poly before abatement resumes; and

(X) After the removal is complete, the regulated area shall be cleaned by vacuuming with a HEPA vacuum, wiping down all surfaces with a cleaning solution, rinsing all surfaces, and then HEPA vacuuming the area again. Cleaning shall begin at the end of the work area farthest from the main entrance to the area and from the top to the bottom of the regulated area;

(XI) All equipment used in the regulated area shall be thoroughly cleaned with a cleaning solution and/or vacuumed with a HEPA vacuum prior to removal from the regulated area; and

(XII) It is recommended that a visual evaluation of the encapsulant’s integrity be conducted and documented by the building owner or the building owner’s representative at least every year or immediately after any fire, water, or structural damage. In child-occupied facilities, it is recommended that a licensed risk assessor inspect all encapsulations every three (3) years, or whenever the owner’s visual evaluation indicates a potential for increased lead hazard exposure.

4. Removal.

A. Acceptable removal strategies include:

(I) Manual wet strategies—Manual wet scraping or manual wet sanding is acceptable for removal of lead surface coatings;

(II) Mechanical removal strategies—Power tools that are HEPA-shrouded or locally exhausted are acceptable removal strategies for lead surface coatings. HEPA-shrouded or exhausted mechanical abrasion devices such as Sanders, saws, drills, rotopleens, vacuum blasters, and needle guns are acceptable;

(III) Chemical removal strategies—Chemical strippers shall be used in compliance with manufacturer’s recommendations; and

(IV) Soil abatement—When soil abatement is conducted, the lead-bearing soil shall be removed, tilled, or permanently covered in place as indicated in the following subparts:

(a) Removed soil shall be replaced with fill material containing no more than one hundred parts per million (100 ppm) of total lead. If the fill material exceeds one hundred (100) ppm total lead, the fill material will be acceptable only if the lead solubility is less than five (5) ppm. Soil that is removed shall not be reused as topsoil in another residential yard or child-occupied facility;

(b) If tilling is selected, soil in a child-accessible area shall be tilled to a depth which results in no more than four hundred (400) ppm total lead of the homogenized soil, or other concentrations approved by the department. Soil in an area not accessible to children shall be tilled to a depth which results in no more than two thousand (2,000) ppm total lead of the homogenized soil or other concentrations approved by the department;

(c) Permanent soil coverings include solid materials such as pavement or concrete, which separate the soil from human contact. Grass, mulch, and other landscaping materials are not considered permanent soil covering; and

(d) Soil abatement shall be conducted to prevent lead contaminated soil from being blown from the site and/or from being carried away by water run-off or through percolation to groundwater.

B. Interior removal. When conducting a lead abatement project using the removal strategy on interior surfaces, these minimum requirements shall be met—

(I) The site shall be prepared by first establishing a regulated area using fencing, barrier tape, or other appropriate barriers. The regulated area shall be defined to prevent unlicensed and/or unauthorized personnel approaching closer than twenty feet (20’) to the removal operation;

(II) Signs shall be posted at all entrances to the regulated area, and shall include the words “WARNING: LEAD AREA, POISON-NO SMOKING OR EATING” in bold lettering not smaller than two inches (2”) tall with additional language prohibiting entrance to the regulated area by unauthorized personnel;

(III) Any heating and cooling systems within the regulated area shall be shut down and the vents sealed with six- (6-) mil poly tape to prevent lead dust accumulation within the system;

(IV) All items within the regulated area shall be cleaned by HEPA vacuuming and/or wet wiping with a cleaning solution. Items shall then be removed from the area, or covered with six- (6-) mil poly and sealed with duct tape;

(V) All windows below and within the regulated area shall be closed;

(VI) Critical barrier containment shall be constructed;

(VII) At least two (2) layers of six- (6-) mil, or thicker, poly shall be placed on the floor at the base of the component and extend at least ten feet (10’) beyond the perimeter of the component being abated (removal by the chemical strategy may require chemical resistant floor cover; follow manufacturer’s recommendations);

(VIII) All equipment used in the regulated area shall be thoroughly cleaned with a cleaning solution and/or vacuumed with a HEPA vacuum prior to removal from the regulated area;

(IX) At the end of each work shift, the top layer of six- (6-) mil poly shall be removed and used to wrap and contain the debris generated by the shift. The six- (6-) mil poly shall then be sealed with duct tape and kept in a secured area until final disposal. The second layer of six- (6-) mil poly shall be HEPA vacuumed, left in place and used during the next shift. A single layer of six- (6-) mil poly shall be placed on this remaining poly before abatement resumes; and

(X) After the removal is complete, the regulated area shall be cleaned by vacuuming with a HEPA vacuum, wiping down all surfaces with a cleaning solution, rinsing all surfaces, and then HEPA vacuuming the area again. Cleaning shall begin at the end of the work area farthest from the main entrance to the area and from the top to the bottom of the regulated area;

C. Exterior removal. When conducting a lead abatement project using the removal strategy on exterior surfaces, these minimum requirements shall be met—

(I) The site shall be prepared by first establishing a regulated area using fencing, barrier tape, or other appropriate barriers. The regulated area shall be defined to prevent unlicensed and/or unauthorized personnel approaching closer than twenty feet (20’) to the removal operation;

(II) Signs shall be posted at all entrances to the regulated area, and shall include the words “WARNING: LEAD AREA, POISON-NO SMOKING OR EATING” in bold lettering not smaller than two inches (2”) tall with additional language prohibiting entrance to the regulated area by unauthorized personnel;

(III) Any heating and cooling systems within the regulated area shall be shut down and the vents sealed with six- (6-) mil poly tape to prevent lead dust accumulation within the system;
moved twenty feet (20') from working surfaces. Items that cannot be readily moved twenty feet (20') from working surfaces shall be covered with six- (6-) mil poly and sealed with duct tape;

(IV) At least one layer of six- (6-) mil, or thicker, poly shall be placed on the ground and extend at least ten feet (10') from the abated surface plus another five feet (5') out for each additional ten feet (10') in surface height over twenty feet (20'). In addition, the poly shall—

(a) Be securely attached to the side of the building with cover provided to all ground plants and shrubs in the regulated area;

(b) Be protected from tearing or perforating;

(c) Contain any water, including rainfall, which may accumulate during the abatement; and

(d) Be weighted down to prevent disruption by wind gusts;

(V) All windows in the regulated area and all windows below and within twenty feet (20') of working surfaces shall be closed. It is recommended that the windows of adjacent structures within twenty feet (20') also be closed;

(VI) Work shall cease if constant wind speeds are greater than ten (10) miles per hour;

(VII) Work shall cease and cleanup shall occur if rain begins;

(VIII) All equipment used in the regulated area shall be thoroughly cleaned with a cleaning solution and/or vacuumed with a HEPA vacuum prior to removal from the regulated area; and

(IX) The regulated area shall be HEPA vacuumed and cleaned of lead-based paint chips, poly and other debris generated by the abatement project work at the end of each workday. Debris shall be kept in a secured area until final disposal.

(10) Post-Abatement Cleanup Procedures. The following post-abatement cleanup procedures shall be performed only by a licensed lead inspector or risk assessor:

(A) Following abatement, a visual inspection shall be performed to determine if deteriorated painted surfaces and/or visible amounts of dust, debris, or residue are still present. If deteriorated painted surfaces or visible amounts of dust, debris, or residues are present, these conditions must be eliminated prior to the continuation of the clearance procedures;

(B) Following the visual inspection and any post-abatement cleanup required by subsection (10)(A) of this regulation, clearance sampling for lead-contaminated dust and/or soil shall be conducted;

(C) Dust and soil sampling shall be conducted using the documented methodologies referenced in section (3) of this regulation;

(D) Dust samples for clearance purposes shall be taken a minimum of one (1) hour after completion of final post-abatement cleanup activities;

(E) The licensed lead inspector or risk assessor shall compare the residual lead level from each dust and/or soil sample with clearance levels specified in section (11) of this regulation for lead in dust on floors, windows, and soil;

(F) If the lead levels in a clearance dust sample exceed the clearance levels, all the components represented by the failed dust sample shall be re-cleaned and tested until clearance levels are met;

(G) If the lead levels in a soil clearance sample exceed the clearance levels, the soil shall be abated until a composite soil sample meets clearance levels; and

(H) In a multi-family dwelling with similarly constructed and maintained residential dwellings, random sampling for the purposes of clearance may be conducted—

1. The licensed individuals who abate or clean the residential dwellings do not know which residential dwelling will be selected for the random sample;

2. A sufficient number of residential dwellings are selected for dust sampling to provide a ninety-five percent (95%) level of confidence that no more than five 5 percent (5%) or fifty (50) of the residential dwellings (whichever is smaller) in the randomly sampled population exceed the appropriate clearance levels; and

3. The randomly selected residential dwellings shall be sampled and evaluated for clearance according to the procedures found in subsections (10)(A) through (10)(G) of this regulation.

(11) Clearance Levels. For each respective media, the following clearance levels shall be met for a lead-abatement project to be considered complete (if background lead levels are lower than the following clearance levels, clearance is not complete until background values are met):

(A) Dust samples—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Media</th>
<th>Clearance Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interior Floors</td>
<td>10 µg/ft²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porch Floors</td>
<td>40 µg/ft²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior window sills</td>
<td>100 µg/ft²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window troughs</td>
<td>100 µg/ft²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(B) Soil samples—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Media</th>
<th>Clearance Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bare soil (dwelling perimeter and yard)</td>
<td>2,000 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bare soil (small high contact areas, such as sandboxes and gardens)</td>
<td>400 ppm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Chapter 70—Lead Abatement and Assessment Licensing, Training Accreditation

19 CSR 30-70

PURPOSE: This rule establishes the procedures for issuance and methods for calculation of administrative penalties by the department.

19 CSR 30-70.650 Administrative Penalties

(A) Adjustments: Those factors related to a violator or violation, which are not reflected in the gravity-based assessment but which distinguish legitimate differences between separate violations of the same provision.

(B) Compliance: A regulated entity or individual’s meeting or conformity with applicable regulations, notifications, licensure requirements, and laws. Such actions include, but are not limited to, Notice of Violation (NOV), warning letters, administrative penalties, cease and desist order, and/or licensure restriction, revocation, suspension, and/or denial.

(E) Gravity-based assessment: The degree of seriousness of a violation taking into consideration the risk to public health and/or the environment posed by the violation and considering the extent of deviation from sections 701.300–701.338, RSMo.

(F) Identified offense: A violation meeting the requirements specified in subsection (3)(B) of this rule in which administrative penalties may be assessed by the department.

(G) Lead abatement project: The replacement, encapsulation, enclosure, or removal of a lead-bearing substance on a particular component within a particular location, which will remove or remediate the lead hazard(s) for at least twenty (20) years.

(H) Multiple violation penalty: The sum of individual administrative penalties assessed when two (2) or more violations are included in the same complaint or enforcement action.

(I) Multi-day penalty: The sum of each day’s administrative penalties assessed when the same violation has occurred on or continued for two (2) or more consecutive or nonconsecutive days.

(J) Multi-day violation: A violation which has occurred on or continued for two (2) or more consecutive or nonconsecutive days.

(K) Noncompliance: Deviation from or failure to meet applicable regulations, notifications, licensure requirements, and laws. Noncompliance can range from a single incident to chronic conduct. Noncompliance may result in a negative impact to public health and/or the environment.

(L) Notice of violation (NOV): The formal written documentation that reflects the deviation from or failure of the lead abatement contractor, supervisor, or worker to meet applicable regulations, notifications, licensure requirements, and laws. A notice of violation shall include the corrective action(s) to be performed to achieve compliance.

(M) Notification: A required package of information submitted to the department by the lead supervisor at least ten (10) days prior to the onset of a lead abatement project. The notification shall include a completed Lead Abatement Project Notification form, as required by the department; full payment of the notification fee prior to starting the lead abatement project; and disclosure of any potential lead hazards to the owners and tenants of a dwelling by the Missouri licensed lead abatement contractor.

8. The name and license number of each lead abatement contractor;
9. The name and license number of each lead abatement worker;
10. The type(s) of abatement strategy(ies) that will be utilized (i.e., encapsulation, replacement, and/or removal); and
11. The signature of each lead abatement supervisor which certifies that all information provided in the project notification is complete and true to the best of the supervisor’s knowledge.

(2) Emergency Notification. If the lead abatement contractor is unable to comply with the ten (10)-day notification period in the event of an emergency situation as defined in 19 CSR 30-70.600, the lead abatement contractor shall—

(A) Notify the Office of Lead Licensing and Accreditation (OLLA) by telephone, facsimile, or electronic mail within twenty-four (24) hours of the onset of the lead abatement project; and
(B) Submit the written notification and notification fee as prescribed in section (1) of this regulation no more than five (5) business days after the onset of the lead abatement project.

(3) Renotification. A renotification shall be submitted to OLLA at least twenty-four (24) hours prior to any changes from the original notification.

(A) A renotification form shall be mailed to the Missouri Department of Health, Office of Lead Licensing and Accreditation, P.O. Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570.

(B) The renotification form provided by the department shall include the following:
1. The street address, city, state, zip code and county of each location where abatement will occur;
2. The name, address and telephone number of the property owner;
3. An indication of the type of structure being abated (i.e., bridge, superstructure or other structure that is not a dwelling or child-occupied facility);
4. The license number of the lead abatement contractor;
5. A list of changes to the original notification which may include the following:
   A. The date of the onset of the abatement project;
   B. The estimated completion date of the abatement project;
   C. The work days and hours of operation that the abatement project will be conducted;
   D. The name, address, telephone number and license number of the lead abatement contractor;
   E. The name and license number of each lead abatement supervisor;
   F. The name and license number of each lead abatement worker; and
   G. The type(s) of abatement strategy(ies) that will be utilized (i.e., encapsulation, replacement, and/or removal); and
6. The signature of the lead abatement supervisor which certifies that all information provided in the project notification is complete and true to the best of the supervisor’s knowledge.


risk assessor who conducted the initial risk assessment (occupant protection plan). The Lead Abatement Project Notification form, MO 580-2365 (1-05), is incorporated by reference in this rule and is available on the web at www.dhss.mo.gov or by contacting the department at PO Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570, (573) 751-6111. This rule does not incorporate any subsequent amendments or additions.

(N) Violation: The deviation from or failure of the licensed lead professional to meet applicable regulations, notifications, licensure requirements, and laws which require corrective action(s).

(3) General Provisions.

(A) Pursuant to section 701.317, RSMo, and in addition to any other remedy provided by law, upon determination by the department that any provision of sections 701.300–701.338, RSMo, or a standard, limitation, order, rule, or regulation promulgated pursuant thereto, or a term or condition of any license has been violated, the department may issue an order assessing an administrative penalty upon the violator.

(B) An administrative penalty shall not be imposed until the department has issued a notice of violation pursuant to section 701.311, RSMo, to the violator regarding the same type of violation within the calendar year except a failure to provide written notification prior to the onset of a lead abatement project according to section 701.309.3, RSMo. An order assessing an administrative penalty shall state that an administrative penalty is being assessed under section 701.317, RSMo, the manner of collection and rights of appeal.

(C) An order assessing an administrative penalty shall describe the nature of the violation(s), the amount of the administrative penalty being assessed, and the basis of the penalty calculation.

(D) An order assessing an administrative penalty shall be served upon the licensee through the United States Postal Service certified mail, return receipt requested. An order assessing an administrative penalty shall be considered served if the licensee verifies receipt. A refusal to accept an order assessing an administrative penalty, or a rejection of certified mail, constitutes service of the order.

(E) The department may, at any time, withdraw without prejudice any administrative penalty order.

(4) Calculation of Penalties. The calculation of administrative penalties may include any of the following four (4) factors: gravity-based assessment, multiple violation penalties, multi-day penalties, and adjustments.

(A) Gravity-Based Assessment. The gravity-based assessment is determined by evaluating the potential for harm posed by the violation and the extent to which the violation deviates from the requirements of the law, associated rules, or licenses.

1. Potential for or actual harm. The potential for harm posed by a violation is based on the risk to public health, safety, or the environment and the degree that the violation undermines the purposes of or procedures for implementing the law, associated rules, or licenses.

   - A. The risk of exposure is dependent on both the likelihood that humans or the environment may be exposed to lead hazards and the degree of potential exposure. Penalties will reflect the probability that the violation either did result in or could have resulted in a release of lead contamination in the environment and the harm, which either did or would have happened if the release had in fact occurred.

   (I) Acute—
   (a) The violation poses or may pose an immediate or imminent risk to public health and/or the environment; or
   (b) Is a violation specified in the Department of Health and Senior Services Lead Abatement Work Practice Standards Enforcement Manual as Acute Noncompliance. The manual is incorporated by reference in this rule as published May 1, 2009, by the Department of Health and Senior Services and is available on the web at www.dhss.mo.gov or by contacting the department at PO Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570, (573) 751-6111. This rule does not incorporate any subsequent amendments or additions.

   (II) Significant—
   (a) The violation poses or may pose a considerable risk to public health and/or the environment;
   (b) The violation has or may have a substantial adverse effect on the purposes of or procedures for implementing sections 701.300–701.338, RSMo; or
   (c) Is a violation specified in the Department of Health and Senior Services Lead Abatement Work Practice Standards Enforcement Manual as Significant Noncompliance. The manual is incorporated by reference in this rule as published May 1, 2009, by the Department of Health and Senior Services and is available on the web at www.dhss.mo.gov or by contacting the department at PO Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570, (573) 751-6111. This rule does not incorporate any subsequent amendments or additions.

   (III) Minor—
   (a) The violation poses a low or minimal risk to public health and/or the environment;
   (b) The violation has or may have an adverse effect on the purposes of or procedures for implementing sections 701.300–701.338, RSMo; or
   (c) Is a violation specified in the

2. Extent of deviation. The extent of deviation may range from slight to total disregard of the requirements of the law, associated rules, or licenses. The extent of deviation shall be evaluated according to the degree of severity.

3. Gravity-based penalty assessment. Administrative penalties will be assessed based on significance, acuity, and extent of deviation. The penalty range selected may be adapted to the circumstances of a particular violation.

(B) Penalties for Multiple Violations. Penalties for multiple violations may be determined when a violation is independent of or substantially different from any other violation. The department may order a separate administrative penalty for that violation as set forth in this rule.

(C) Penalties for Multi-Day Violations. Penalties for multi-day violations may be determined when the department has concluded that a violation(s) has continued or occurred for more than one (1) day. Each day shall be a separate offense.

(D) Adjustments. The department may adjust the penalty after consideration of the following:

1. Good faith efforts to comply. The department may decrease a penalty amount if the violator has adequately documented good faith efforts taken prior to a compliance inspection and the discovery of the violation;
2. The amount of control the violator had over the events constituting the violation;
3. The foreseeability of the events constituting the violation;
4. Whether the violator took reasonable precautions against the events constituting the violation; and
5. History of noncompliance.

(E) Payment. Administrative penalties shall be made payable to the Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services in the form of a cashier’s check or money order and mailed to the Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services, Attention: Fee Receipts Unit, PO Box 570, Jefferson City, MO 65102. The department may negotiate a delayed payment schedule, installment plan, or penalty reduction with stipulated penalties.

(5) Penalties Assessed. The department shall only impose an administrative penalty, after a notice of violation has been issued pursuant to section 701.311, RSMo, against the violator who has conducted the same type of violation within the calendar year, except a failure to provide written notification prior to the onset of a lead abatement project according to 701.309.3, RSMo. Failure to notify the department prior to the onset of a lead abatement project shall result in a fine of two hundred fifty dollars ($250) imposed against the lead abatement contractor for the first identified offense, two hundred to five hundred dollars ($200–$500) for the second identified offense, and, thereafter, a fine of five hundred dollars ($500) for each additional identified offense within the calendar year.

(A) Acute. Acute violations shall result in a notice of violation and no administrative penalty for the first identified offense, a notice of violation and an administrative penalty of two hundred fifty dollars ($250) imposed against the second identified offense, a notice of violation and an administrative penalty of five hundred dollars ($500) for the third identified offense, and, thereafter, a notice of violation and an administrative penalty of one thousand dollars ($1,000) for each additional identified offense within the calendar year.

(B) Significant. Significant violations shall result in a notice of violation and no administrative penalty for the first identified offense, a notice of violation and an administrative penalty ranging from one hundred to two hundred fifty dollars ($100–$250) imposed against the second identified offense, a notice of violation and an administrative penalty of two hundred to five hundred dollars ($200–$500) for the third identified offense, and, thereafter, a notice of violation and an administrative penalty of five hundred dollars ($500) for each additional identified offense within the calendar year.

(6) Suspended or Revoked License Penalties. Any lead inspector, risk assessor, lead abatement supervisor, lead abatement worker, project designer, or lead abatement contractor who engages in a lead abatement project while such person’s license, issued under section 701.312, RSMo, is under suspension or revocation is guilty of a class D felony.

(7) Other Penalties. Except as otherwise provided, violation of the provisions of sections 701.309, 701.311, and 701.316, RSMo, can be referred by the department for prosecution.

(8) Proceeds From Administrative Penalties. The penalties collected pursuant to section 701.317(7), RSMo, shall be deposited in the Missouri Lead Abatement Loan Fund as established in section 701.337, RSMo. Such penalties shall not be considered charitable contributions for tax purposes.

(9) This rule may be used as guidance in assessing civil and criminal penalties.
